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A STUDY OF SOLUTE TRANSPORT OF RADIOLYSIS PRODUCTS IN CRUD  
AND ITS EFFECTS ON CRUD GROWTH ON PWR FUEL PIN 
 
 
This research examines the effect of radiolysis species (H2, O2, and H2O2) upon 
crud deposition and growth and also the effect of their concentration within the crud. A 3-
D transient diffusion model has been developed to simulate solute transport of these 
radiolysis products in porous crud layer. It attempts to explain the behavior of the porous 
crud growth on PWR fuel pins. This model employs a system of coupled mass transport 
and chemical interactions as the source term, which make the problem non-linear. A 
Monte Carlo technique is adopted to simulate the behavior of the different species. 
The direct application of this study to nuclear engineering research is to aid in 
the design of reactors with higher performance. With the deregulation of the U.S. power 
market, there is an incentive to extend the life and to enhance the performance and 
efficiency throughout the power generation industry. This requires higher power levels 
for existing nuclear reactors, which can cause the occurrence of an Axial Offset Anomaly 
(AOA). Approximately 20 U.S. PWRs have experienced significant Crud-Induced axial 
Power Shift or CIPS (also referred to as AOA), an unexpected measured shift in axial 
power distribution from predicted values. Such abnormal performance has driven the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to impose lower reactor power levels at the 
aging reactor fleet for safety reasons. 
While much effort has been focused on finding the causes of AOA, a detailed 
understanding has not yet been developed, which predicts its growth rate over the fuel 
lifetime, because of the complexity of its causes. Porous crud deposits in the form of the 
non-stoichiometric nickel-ferrite (FexNi3-xO4) have been observed on the Zircaloy 
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cladding surface exposed to the subcooled boiling length of the fuel rods. The thermal 
processes in this layer, which result in the holdup of boron (10B and 11B), cause a larger 
than predicted decrease in the neutron flux. Research suggests that the buildup rate of 
metallic corrosion products from the reactor vessel and primary coolant loop can be 
accelerated. Boron holdup in the crud under the presence of radiation is likely higher, 
especially through radiolysis and irradiation damage on the cladding. 
For the modeling of solute transport of radiolysis products, the present analysis 
considered two competing solute transport mechanisms within the porous crud deposits: 
molecular diffusion with a source term from the radiolysis and mass convection. Initially, 
the analytical model for the equilibrium state using the Laplace equation is summarized 
from the author’s earlier work. Later, a transient diffusion equation was introduced using 
a random walk Monte Carlo technique coupled with a constant source term from 
radiolysis. This procedure by Ragheb was modified from a cartesian to a cylindrical 
geometry random walk. The molecular radiolysis species of hydrogen, oxygen, and 
hydrogen peroxide are the most stable radiolysis products that directly affect: (1) the 
oxidation-reduction reactions at the interface of crud/cladding and (2) the formation of 
nickel ferrite within the crud deposit. In a post-AOA crud, Bonaccordite (Ni2FeBO5) is 
also observed in the nickel-ferrite. It is recommended that further investigations be 
performed incorporating the electrochemical interactions of these electroactive species. 
More detailed consideration of convective transport should be coupled with diffusion 
with a source term of radiolysis.  
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1. Introduction 
 
Operational problems that aging nuclear power plants face should be viewed as 
opportunities to refine the design and operational characteristics of the advanced GEN II 
and GEN III and IV PWRs. One such problem is that of Axial Offset Anomaly (AOA).  
US Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs) have been experiencing AOA, which is an 
unexpected measured downward shift in the axial power distribution from the predicted 
power values as shown Fig. 1.1 (Roe, 1997; Secker et al., 2001). AOA is considered to be 
associated with longer fuel cycle times and/or higher specific power levels with increased 
core exit coolant temperatures; hence it is relevant to the currently GEN II and future 
GEN III higher water-cooled reactors.   
Although past work completed elsewhere has provided important components in 
understanding the phenomena, an important part of these studies still has to be included. 
It is believed that the radiation field plays an important role in enhancing the corrosion 
product deposit, and it is desired to examine crud formation and buildup processes on the 
fuel clad surfaces. In addition, the thermal hydraulic conditions, the PWR water 
chemistry, and electrochemistry can be expected to lead to a more complete and 
quantitative understanding of the anomaly. Hence, the work addresses the effects of 
solute transport of electroactive radiolysis products (H2, O2, and H2O2) within the crud. 
To perform modeling and simulation studies, a transient Random Walk (RW) Monte 
Carlo (MC) method was developed as a model to simulate the process.  Below, a brief 
background of AOA and the crud deposit observation is provided. This is also followed 
by objectives and the scope of the study. 
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. . top bottom
top bottom
P PAO
P P
         (1.1) 
where topP  and bottomP  are the integrated power proportional to the measured axial 
neutron flux (Konya et al.,1993) over the core length H of the axial direction z. In a 
simple mathematical description, this can be written as: 
   
   
2 2 2
2 2 2
0 0 0
2
2
H H H
top
H H H
H H H
bottom
P P z dz dz P z dz
H
P P z dz dz P z dz
H
 
 
  
  
    (1.2) 
This negative flux depression of the measured AO in Figure 1.3 can seriously threaten the 
shutdown margin at full power compared to the predicted AO. When the negative flux 
depression starts, the axial power shift continues until the cycle burnup effects become 
dominant. Finally, the axial power shifts back to the top of the core at the end of the 
cycle.    
The typical AO of an AOA affected core has reached as high as 10%, as shown 
in Figure 1.3. This AOA is caused by various factors, such as the boron buildup in the 
crud deposited within the upper spans of the fuel assemblies undergoing subcooled-
boiling (Graves, 1999; Roe, 1997; Secker et al., 2001). When such anomalous 
performance is detected in the core and expected safety margins are reduced below 
acceptable levels, the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (US NRC) regulations require 
a decrease in the power level.  In the Callaway nuclear power station in 1999, this 
resulted in a required thermal power reduction to 70% of full power for several months of 
the particular fuel  
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cycle (Frattini, et al, 2001).  AOA, therefore, is very costly to the utility industries and 
reduces power level.  This operational condition is obviously pertinent to current aging 
advanced GEN II reactors, but more importantly, it is highly relevant to GEN III & IV 
PWRs, since these designs will push power densities and temperatures even higher to 
optimize the plant economics.  
Figure 1.4 shows a photograph of the crud deposits on the zirconium (Zr) alloy 
cladding surface that were observed mainly on the subcooled boiling part of a fuel rod 
where a high-temperature exists between the coolant and cladding surface (Zmitko, 
1999). A typical chimney structure of the observed deposits and the performed analysis 
indicated the presence of Fe, Ni, Zr, and Cr in the form of non-stoichiometric spinels of 
FexCr3-xO4 or FexCr2-x(Ni)O4 types.  Some impurities, such as Ni, Zr, Cr, and Fe 
corrosion products, are released from steam generators and other primary loop and core 
surfaces into the coolant.  
In the presence of subcooled boiling, the corrosion products are deposited as 
crud on the fuel pin clad surfaces in the primary cooling system in PWRs as shown in 
Figure 1.5 (IAEA, 1998; Sandler, 1981). Boron compounds accumulate within the crud 
as the porous crud layer grows. Strong neutron absorption in the boron causes the axial 
power distribution shift.  Although not observed in all PWR cores, AOA is most 
prevalent in cores with high heat flux and high coolant temperatures (Secker et al., 2001).  
Prediction of the occurrence of AOA is difficult because there is little information on the 
comprehensive interactions among the heat transfer, water chemistry, electrochemistry, 
and solute transport of radiolysis products during subcooled nucleate boiling.  Further, 
important factors influencing the deposition rate of corrosion products and boron  
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compounds that build up on the clad surface are temperature, pH, and radiolysis product 
yields, which are Linear Energy Transfer (LET) interaction dependent.  Existing data on 
these dependencies, however, are scarce. A literature review for contributing mechanisms 
to AOA and crud growth, such as effects of radiation, electrochemical interactions, and 
boron holdup, is described below. 
1.2  Objectives and Scope 
The main motivation of this study is to develop a 3-D transient diffusion model 
of radiolysis species in porous deposit on a PWR fuel cladding surface. The solute 
concentration distribution is examined with the following parameters including a source 
term from the chemical recombination through radiolysis, different chimney wall 
boundary conditions, transient effects, and porosity of the porous medium.  
 Chapter 2 is a literature review of studies on initiation of deposit and its 
development in different situations. It covers bubble dynamics with colloidal particles 
and radiation effects. It includes corrosion of structural materials in PWRs and boron 
hideout in the crud.  
The 3-D modeling study for the solute transport is discussed in Chapter 3. The 
model development deals with the solute transport of radiolysis species with their 
chemical reactions within a cylindrical unit cell. This model enables evaluation of the 
distribution of solutes, especially, H2, O2, and H2O2, in the porous cell, which results 
from the equilibrium of diffusion and recombination of the radiolysis species. The 
analytical model for equilibrium radiolysis product transport is developed. The transient 
random walk (RW) Monte Carlo (MC) technique was employed to simulate this problem 
in the transient regime. 
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 With the governing and boundary equations that enable solute transport and 
chemical reactions of the radiolysis species, the RW MC method has been developed to 
solve the time-dependent diffusion equation; this is described in Chapter 4. The 
evaluation of the solute transport of various radiolysis species requires a numerical 
method due to its inhomogeneous characteristics. The solution of chemical reactions of 
multiple radiolysis species is presented. In addition, there is a discussion of the stability 
and validity of the current model, including convergence of the MC simulation scheme. 
The numerical results presented in Chapter 5 are obtained with the 3-D diffusion 
model. The model evaluates the distribution of solutes, especially, H2, O2, and H2O2, in 
the porous medium, which results from diffusion of solutes and recombination of 
radiolysis species. Followed by the sample case study, the parameters examined include a 
radiolysis source term, chimney wall boundary conditions, time-dependent conditions, 
and porosity. In addition, the chemistry in crud deposits is discussed with different 
chemicals and trace impurities that may impact the crud formation. The crud material 
composition analysis is discussed in two different stages: pre-AOA and post-AOA.   
 The conclusions of the study are given in Chapter 6. For future work, an 
advanced model is proposed to incorporate the electrochemistry from the radiolysis 
species and corrosion processes. Thus, the study is intended to examine crud growth or 
oxide formation processes with the electrochemical interactions of H2, O2, and H2O2 
within the crud, and at the coolant/crud and crud/cladding interfaces.   
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2. literature Review: Crud buildup and the Axial offset anomaly (AOA) 
 
In this chapter, recent studies on crud buildup process and its consequent Axial Offset 
Anomaly (AOA) are discussed. Starting from the relation between crud initiation and bubble 
dynamics with colloidal particles, the chapter covers effects of radiation in irradiation damage on 
cladding and water radiolysis. Boron hideout through solute transport is another thrust of AOA. 
In addition, the chapter includes evaporation and condensation on liquid-vapor interfaces, which 
can be employed to the chimney wall boundary condition. In the process, approaches to different 
disciplines of problem solving techniques are introduced including thermodynamics, radiolysis, 
electrochemistry, and colloid science.  
 
2.1 Crud initiation: bubble dynamics with colloidal particles 
Rao and Jones claim that the nature and impact of the flow field are established by the 
surface tension at the bubble/coolant interface. This Marrangoi driven flow establishes a region 
of evaporation at the base of the bubble attached to the heated wall (Rao and Jones, 2002). The 
bubble also resides in the superheated coolant near the wall and in a region of condensation at 
the top of the bubbles that comes in contact with the subcooled bulk coolant flow outside of the 
laminar flow sublayer. As shown in  
Figure 2.1 the concentration around a hemispherical bubble on a heated surface results in 
the maximum concentration of solute in the relatively stagnant coolant at the base contact at the 
vapor/liquid/surface triple point. Their numerical results in heat transfer and solute transport 
explain the significant concentration buildup that potentially could increase deposition, or  
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precipitation, of metal ions and suspended particles from the bulk coolant onto the clad surface 
near nucleation sites to form metal oxide such as nickel ferrite.  
Considering the bubble dynamics, further experiment research has been implemented 
recently to elucidate the process of crud initiation in relation to boiling environment. Through 
advance of colloidal science research on drying colloids, Hitesh claimed that it was possible to 
hypothesize a qualitative model which satisfies the various parameters observed and reported 
(Hitesh, 2009). The micro-layer evaporating between bubble interface and heated surface builds 
up the osmotic pressure which draws particles into the micro-layer region as shown in Figure 2.2. 
The evaporation rate is much faster than the colloidal re-dispersal rate, which causes particles to 
agglomerate. In Figure 2.3, the formation of thin rings occurs in the case of bubbles which do not 
have micro-layers but a large contact line where osmotic pressure draws particles (Hitesh, 2009). 
In the process, high concentration metal particulates as colloidal phase and metal ions might 
precipitate on the surface of fuel rods and on other suspended particulates. In general, it is 
considered “soluble” when their size is under 0.45 μm and is considered to be in the form of 
ions. They are electrically charged and agglomerate to form crud-type materials. For instance, 
hematite is positively charged in a neutral or acidic solution. 
Studies by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) demonstrate evidence that large 
numbers of particles were less than 1 μm in diameter and can thus be regarded as being colloidal 
from the primary coolant circuit of PWRs. When particles down to 0.6 μm in diameter were 
measured, over 90 % of the particle population ranged between 0.6 to 1.0 μm in diameter. With 
respect to mass, two groups of particulates - 0.6 to 1.0 μm and 10 to 30 μm in diameter - 
prevailed (Bridle et al., 1989).  When stainless steel is the material of the structural elements 
like the primary coolant circuit of PWRs, the most important oxides are magnetite Fe3O4, 
hematite α-Fe2O3, and spinel-type ferrites, particularly nickel ferrite NiFe2O4. 
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increased approximately four times compared to that of the unirradiated BWR materials (Kido, 
1997). In the process, dissolution of the intermetallic precipitates of the types Zr(Fe,Cr)2 and 
Zr2(Fe,Ni) for Zircaloy-2 and Zr(Fe,Cr)2 for Zircaloy-4 is found (Cox and Sheikh, 1997). The 
mechanisms of forming precipitates in order consist of 1) aging, which can cause changes in 
crystal structure that take place over time, then 2) ripening, which is a phenomenon whereby the 
crystal size of the precipitate increases, and, finally, 3) agglomeration, which is a process of 
conversion of small particles into larger particles (Walton, 1967). 
By the corrosion weight gains and oxide film observations, it is observed that the 
average surface roughness is larger on an irradiated surface than on a non-irradiated surface 
under gamma-ray irradiation (Lister, 1980). Gamma-ray irradiation is considered to accelerate 
oxide dissolution into high temperature water, making the surface rougher. Clear differences are 
found in microstructure by irradiation-induced evolution of the microstructure that is caused by 
the radiation damage in the oxide layer during nucleation on the Zr matrix of fuel cladding 
(Lefebvre and Lemaignan, 1997).  
 
2.2.2  Radiolysis (Joe, 2002) 
Previous work by the author examined the equilibrium concentrations of radiolysis 
products in the crud layer (Joe, 2002). Their presence and levels are often directly related to 
corrosion issues.  The interaction of radiation (such as -rays, -particles, fast neutrons) with 
water forms molecular (H2, O2, H2O2) and radical (H·, ·OH, eaq, HO2·) species, which 
aggressively participate in general cladding corrosion and crud formation within the primary 
coolant system as shown in Table 2.1.  The yield of a radiation-chemical reaction, G(x), is 
defined as the mean number of particles such as molecules, ions, and radicals formed upon the 
absorption of 100 eV of ionizing radiation energy in the substance. 
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Researchers present the yields of radiolysis products of water as a function of pH, 
temperature, 10B concentration in the boric acid (H3BO3), Dissolved Hydrogen (DH) 
concentration, lithium hydroxide (LiOH) concentration, yields on Linear Energy Transfer (LET), 
and metallic impurities in the bulk coolant.  Understanding local concentration values of 
radiolysis products in the porous crud layer may provide an insight into conditions leading to 
corrosion and crud deposits on the fuel pin clad.  
The concentration of dissolved oxygen (DO) is one of the most important factors 
influencing radiation corrosion. It has a strong effect on the stationary concentrations of almost 
all radiolysis products in the coolant. Oxidizing radiolysis products such as O2–, HO2–, OH–, 
 
Table 2.1 Main reaction scheme and reaction constants, k, considered in the Monte-Carlo 
simulations of the radiolysis of pure, deaerated liquid water for temperatures up to 300 °C. 
Symbol Reaction k ( s moldm3  ) Reference 
R1   OHOHeaq  111 1050.3 k  Christensen
R2   HHeaq  112 1060.2 k  Christensen
R3   OHHHeaq 2  113 4.30 10k    Christensen
R4   OHOHOHeaq 22  114 2.30 10k    Christensen
R5   OHHOHeaq 2  115 7.20 10k    Christensen
R6 
22OHOHOH    106 2.80 10k    Christensen
R7 OHOHH 2   117 2.30 10k    Christensen
R8 
2HHH    118 1.30 10k    Christensen
R9 
222 OHHOH    109 2.56 10k    Sunaryo 
R10 OHOHH 2   1210 1.74 10k    Christensen
R11 OHHOOHOH 2222    911 6.10 10k    Christensen
R12 OHOHOOH 222    1012 7.60 10k    Christensen
R13   22 HOHOeaq  1113 2.90 10k    Christensen
R14 
222 OHHOH    1114 1.30 10k    Christensen
R15 OHeOHH aq 2   815 2.60 10k    Christensen
R16   OHOHOHHO 2222  516 9.90 10k    Christensen
17 
 
H2O2, and O2 participate strongly in the corrosion process.  Long-lived products, especially 
H2O2 and O2, with the largest diffusion path (particularly H2O2) make the maximum contribution 
to the corrosion process, as shown in Table 2.2 (Nishino, 1997).  For instance, Table 2.2 shows 
that H2O2 dominates radiolysis products in the 1100 MWe BWR core. Therefore, the radiation 
corrosion coefficient can be written as a function of the stationary H2O2 and O2 concentrations, 
which depend on radiation intensity, temperature, chemical composition of water, steam content, 
etc. (Kritsky, 1999). Researchers present the yields of radiolysis products of water as a function 
of pH, temperature, 10B concentration in boric acid (H3BO3), dissolved hydrogen (DH) 
concentration, lithium hydroxide (LiOH) concentration, yields on Linear Energy Transfer (LET), 
and metallic impurities in the bulk coolant.  Understanding local concentration values of 
radiolysis products in the porous crud layer may provide an insight into conditions leading to 
corrosion and crud deposits on the fuel pin clad.  
 
Table 2.2 Radiolysis species and their G-values and calculated results (Nishino et al., 1997). 
Species G-values 
(# of molecules/100 eV) 
 1100 MWe 
BWR 
core(μg/l) 
Oxidant/ 
Reductant 
 γ-ray Neutron Irradiation Non-irr. 
H2 0.60 1.52 5.7 < 0.1 - Red. 
O2 0.0 0.0 0.99 x 104   1.0 x 
104 
150 - 350 Ox. 
H2O2 0.31 1.22 510 < 3 140 - 1000 Red./ox. 
O2– 0.0 0.00 2.3 < 0.05 3-13 Ox. 
HO2– 0.00 0.00 0.65 ~ 0 0.2- 1 Red./ox. 
OH 4.86 1.80 0.004 ~ 0 0.1- 0.5 Ox. 
e aq – 3.41 0.68 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 Red. 
H· 0.87 0.52 ~ 0 ~ 0 ~ 0 Red. 
H+ 3.41 0.68 - - - - 
OH– 0.00 0.00 - - - - 
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Based on the heat transfer process, a one-dimensional mass transport model is suggested. 
The temperature gradient generates a flow into the porous deposit and a concentration gradient 
for solutes makes it possible to evaporate solvent at the chimney wall due to different volatility 
of solutes compared to water. Considering an empirical diffusion term and the convection term 
evaluated by an averaged water velocity, the solute transport equation is analytically solved as:  
      
 
11
coshe L
Q z
Df
B
C
C
  
                                              (2.2) 
Due to the exponential distribution of the concentration level, the greatest concentration is 
predicted to be positioned at the bottom of the porous layer, and will increase exponentially as 
the heat flux, Q, or deposits thickness, z, increases.  
In addition, Cohen points out this phenomenon being related to reverse osmosis, which 
is commonly applied in the seawater desalination process. Reverse Osmosis (RO) is defined as 
occurring when a solution is pressurized against a semi-permeable and solvent-selective 
membrane, and the applied pressure exceeds the osmotic pressure difference across the 
membrane as shown in Fig. 2.6 (Cohen, 1974; Gullinkala et al., 2010). When the water 
evaporates through chimneys, the chimney wall functions as a membrane between liquid and 
vapor. In such RO application, water is the solvent; solutes can be trace impurities, chemicals 
added for water treatment, and radiolysis species from the primary coolant system. As water 
vapor crosses the liquid-vapor interface, the concentration of solutes increases near the interface, 
which leads to a concentration polarization. Accumulation of the solutes at the chimney wall 
where water evaporates leads to a higher concentration of solutes at the chimney wall than in 
other areas of a porous region that is supplied by a bulk solution.  
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stop the fission reaction for shutdown during refueling operations. During the operation, a high 
10B(n, α)7Li reaction rate causes an increase of water decomposition by energetic α-particle 
radiolysis (Pastina et al., 1999).  Thus, 10B removal by the transmutation reaction (2.3) reduces 
the 10B fraction in the bulk coolant.  
10B  +  nthermal   7Li + α + 2.35 MeV     (2. 3) 
Three other mechanisms can possibly add to 10B mass hideout in the crud layer, which 
can contribute to AOA. First, the crud deposits on the fuel pin clad can incorporate Bonaccordite 
(Ni2FeBO5) within the layer (Frattini et al.; 2001, Sawicki, J., 2008). This process is not well 
understood; further chemical analysis is needed to identify and quantify the coupled behaviors.  
Second, the Langmuir model for competitive adsorption, introduced by Fletcher, 
explains the adsorption of boron compounds from H3BO3 solutions onto metallic oxides of the 
porous crud layers (Cohen, 1980; Fletcher, 1964). In the model, H3BO3, B(OH)4-, and OH- 
compete for the adsorption sites (i.e. the surface molecules) on the surfaces of micropores in the 
crud. Finally and most likely, the main forms of boron are solid LiBO2 (99%), if present, and 
soluble boron. Adsorbed boron is only a small fraction of the boron in the crud (Deshon, 2005). 
The precipitation of LiBO2 causes significant pH changes in the crud and exists as the main form 
of boron deposit. 
Throughout the cycle, water is radiolytically decomposed regardless of the H3BO3 
concentration that provides the required quantity of 10B.  However, understanding the local 
concentration levels of 10B and radiolysis products (especially, H2, O2, and H2O2) within the 
porous crud layer may provide insight into conditions leading to crud growth on the fuel pin clad 
and its relation to AOA. 
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2.4 Gas solubility  
 
With respect to water chemistry in a primary coolant system of PWRs, it is beneficial to 
understand the solubility, which relates to the formation of the porous deposits on the fuel rods. 
Solubility is a property of solutes, which can be solid, liquid, or a gaseous chemical substance. 
The solutes (e.g., radiolysis species and trace impurities) dissolve into a liquid solvent (e.g., 
water in the primary system) to form homogeneous solution of the solute in the solvent. The 
solubility of a substance depends on the following factors: solvent used, temperature, and 
pressure. When saturation concentration is reached by adding more of a solute, the concentration 
of the solution does not increase. 
To give a specific example, the solubility of a gas in a liquid is constrained. In contrast 
with the gas-liquid system, which deals with a gas as a gas form at the given condition, in a 
vapor-liquid system, the natural phase of the gas is liquid. A vapor-liquid system can be defined 
as a subgroup of the gas-liquid system. At the vapor-liquid equilibrium, a liquid and its vapor are 
in equilibrium with each other.  Therefore, the rate of evaporation equals the rate of 
condensation at a molecular level. There are no overall rate changes for vapor-liquid 
transformation. The chemical potential of the process may be written as follows (Tester and 
Modell, 1996): 
Gas:  * ( ) lnV Vi i iT RT f  
     
(2.4)  
Liquid: ( , ) lnL oLi i iT P RT a  
     
(2.5)
 
In an ideal gas, gas molecules are regarded as separate, with no interaction. The fugacity of an 
ideal gas is equal to its pressure; for an ideal gas mixture, the fugacity is equal to its partial 
pressure. However, since molecules in the liquid phase are closer together than those in the gas 
phase, interactions between molecules are more vigorous. In this aspect of proximity, liquid 
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behaves as a non-ideal gas. Thus, its activity can be written in terms of fugacity as: 
i
i
i
fa
f 
         (2.6) 
where if
 = fugacity in the standard state. 
In theory, gas solubility is a function of the fugacity and activity as stated in Eq.(2.6). To 
determine thermodynamics parameters such as fugacity or activity, solubility data are usually 
determined through experiment. Due to the presence of electroactive species in the primary 
coolant, gas solubility in salted or electrolyte solutions (e.g., boric acid or lithium hydroxide in 
water) is different from that in pure solvents (e.g., water). According to Long and McDevit, 
“salting in” occurs when the gas solubility in an electrolyte solution is higher than that in the 
pure solvent (Long and McDevit, 1951). When the gas solubility is lower, “salting out” occurs. 
Long and McDevit have defined the activity coefficient of gas in electrolyte solution as: 
log log i
o
i
s so
i i
S
k c
S

         (2.7)
 
Solubility of pure gases such as H2 and O2 in water at one atmosphere (101.325 kPa) and 
different temperatures are shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9, respectively. The solubility of gases is 
much lower at the reactor operating conditions than those that are shown in Figs. 2.8 and 2.9.  
Further experimental and theoretical data are necessary to understand close to operation 
conditions of LWRs at a high temperature and pressure.  
In addition to solubility data of radiolysis species and dissolved hydrogen (DH), 
dissociation of water and its associated equilibrium concentration of oxidizing species such as O2 
and H2O2 in boric acid solutions under reactor irradiation conditions could be suppressed by 
inserting DH in a solution into the coolant. Effective oxygen concentration [O2]eff as the 
oxidizing species can be defined as Eq.(2.9) due to the contribution of H2O2 in Eq.(2.8): 
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Nomenclature 
 
1. English Symbols 
a  = activity 
C  = Local Concentration Level 
CB  = Concentration in Bulk Flow 
sc  =  electrolyte concentration.  
 
D = Diffusion Coefficient 
f = Fraction of Surface Not Occupied by Chimneys 
f = fugacity 
|j| = Flux of Molecules [Kg/m/s] 
 
J  = Water Flux at Interface Due to Vaporization [Kg m-2] 
kcond = Thermal Conductivity of Porous Deposits 
sk  =  salting out parameter  
M  = Molecular Weight [Kg/mole] 
 
R  = Universal Gas Constant [J/mole/K] 
P  = Pressure [Pa] 
Pv  = Vapor Pressure 
Pvlv = Water Vapor Interface Pressure Corresponding to Tlv 
 
Q  = Heat Flux Applied on Heated Surface 
iS  =  solubility of gas i in electrolyte solution 
i
oS  =  solubility of gas i in pure water 
T = Temperature [K] 
 
Tv = Temperature 
Tlv = Local Interface Temperature 
z = Depth into Porous Deposits (z = 0 at Interface Between Porous Deposits and Bulk Fluid) 
 
2. Greek Symbols 
α  = Non-Dimensional Evaporation/Condensation Coefficient, Generally Considered Constant 
with values of 6.55 x 104 
δ  = Total Thickness of Porous Deposits 
ρL  = Liquid Density 
λ  = Latent heat of vaporization 
 
i  = activity coefficient of gas i in electrolyte solution 
o
i  =  activity coefficient of gas i in pure water 
L
i  = chemical potential of component i 
*V
i = gas-phase chemical potential at standard state 
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oL
i = liquid-phase chemical potential at standard state 
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3. Modeling Studies of solute transport 
 
In this chapter, 3-D modeling study for the solute transport is discussed. As shown in 
Fig. 3.1, a unit cell including a central chimney and a neighboring porous deposit allows the 
uniform chimney to be distributed in the crud medium. A square frame of chimneys and its 
neighboring porous area is approximated by a comparable cylindrical region. Therefore, the 
model development deals with the solute transport of radiolysis species with their chemical 
reactions within this cylindrical unit cell, including radial and axial dependences. 
This model enables the capability of evaluating the distribution of solute, especially H2, 
O2, and H2O2, in the porous cell, which results from the equilibrium of diffusion and 
recombination of radiolysis species. The solute transport and chemical reactions among 
radiolysis species in the unit cell are coupled in the model. The numerical methods of solution 
using Monte Carlo in this study are described in the next chapter. 
 First, the analytical model for equilibrium radiolysis product transport is developed. 
This is a simple Laplace equation solution to simulate solute transport in the crud layer. The 
numerical model is considered with a transient term and source terms from the radiolysis and 
corrosion processes. The transient random walk Monte Carlo technique is employed to simulate 
this problem in the transient regime. 
 
3.1 Mass transport without chemical reactions of radiolysis species 
It is considered that the boiling process promotes development of the crud structure that 
enables an effective flow of liquid and vapor between the heating surface and the coolant-crud 
interface. One of the important characteristics of the crud layer is the presence of 
 Figure 3.
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The theory proposes that evaporation and condensation occur instantaneously on the liquid-vapor 
interface (Fig. 3.5).  
As given by Eq.(3.3), this kinetic theory estimates the flow rate of molecules passing an 
imaginary plane of vapor-liquid interface. Starting from this equation and applying it to the 
interface of liquid and vapor, the net condensation rate is the same as the evaporation rate, but in 
the opposite direction. It can be evaluated by letting j be the result of the subtraction of j+ from j- 
in Fig. 3.5.  It can be generalized to describe the evaporation rate as in Eq. (3.4). 
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Due to various degrees of subcooling levels, such as 5, 15, 30, and 60 ̊C, the flow field 
of the solution characterized different behaviors (Pan, 1986). The higher degree of the 
subcooling level, the greater condensation that occurs at the upper region of the crud deposit and 
the higher convective flow field that occurs. However, greater evaporation occurs at the lower 
region of the deposit. Iso-therms and iso-concentration lines in the porous unit cell. These 
assumptions are employed to make the model simple. In fact, certain radiolysis species actively 
react with the colloids or particulates of corrosion products in the porous region particulates or 
with cladding surfaces of the fuel core. In some cases, precipitation of species may occur 
because the concentration of radiolysis species may hit the solubility limit. If chemical reactions 
or precipitation among species or the cladding surface occur, the model established in the section 
should be revised to take into account such reactions. However, to predict the maximum 
concentration levels in the porous medium, the model developed here is conservative with regard 
to such chemical reactions. 
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3.1.1  Governing Equation and Boundary Conditions  
The evaporation at the chimney wall induces the capillary-driven flow in the porous 
medium. The flow field can be described by Darcy’s law and is governed by the Laplace 
equation (Joe, 2002):  
  0,2  zrCD         (3.5) 
Based on Fig. 3.3, the governing equation and boundary conditions of H2 concentration 
distributions via molecular diffusion are: 
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the Neumann boundary at 0   
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the Dirichlet boundary condition on the boundary at 1   
  11 H         (3.9) 
the Dirichlet boundary condition on the boundary at 1   
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The boundary condition Eq.(3.10) at the chimney wall is derived from Eq.(2.2), and it is 
modified with respect to geometry and normalization of the problem to obtain the concentration 
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level at the chimney wall ( 1  ). Due to the concentration gradient through the boiling and 
evaporation of water (solvent) and the different flow fields at the chimney wall as shown in Fig. 
3.6, we see that an exponential distribution of concentration level in Eq.(3.10). However, solutes 
of radiolysis species are assumed not to penetrate the chimney wall boundary, where liquid and 
steam boundary exist. This phenomenon can be explained in connection with reverse osmosis 
(Cohen, 1974). For simplicity of analytical solution, use an average concentration H , at 1  , 
where the chimney wall is located, 
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Fig. 3.6 shows the behavior of concentration factors from Eqs.(3.10) and (3.11) at the chimney 
wall. To simply the problem, we set the governing equation and the boundary conditions as 
follows: 
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where 1A  and 2A  are arbitrary. 
Applying the boundary condition, Eq. (3.13), to Eq. (3.19), we obtain: 
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Solving for   , we set: 
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Applying boundary condition, Eq. (3.14) to Eq. (3.21), we obtain, 
02 C          (3.22) 
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)cos()( 1  ArC        (3.23) 
Also, applying another boundary condition, Eq. (3.15) to Eq. (3.23), we obtain, 
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which yields the set of eigenvalues for n  given by,  
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Finally, the following equation results: 
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where nD  are constants to be determined applying the remaining a boundary condition, 
Eq. (3.16), to Eq. (3.25) to obtain, 
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  (3.26) 
Using the orthorgonality to resolve nD , both sides of Eq. (3.26) are multiplied by )cos( Ar
n  
and are integrated over the range 10   , which is 1
0
)cos(  d
Ar
n . 
Thus, 
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Note: the derivatives of the first and second kind of the modified Bessel functions 0I , 0K  are: 
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Note that integral of the cosine functions can be defined as:    
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Therefore, nD  is obtained as: 
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and it reduces to the following equation: 
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The concentration distribution of H2, ),(2 HC , can be determined as in Eq. (3.32): 
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Finally, the concentration of H2 can be determined with the following equation, 
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(3.32) 
With the same methodology as for the H2 calculation, we determine the concentration 
distribution of O2, ),(2 OC , as follows in Eq. (3.33), 
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Thus, the concentration of O2 can be determined as with the following equation, 
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3.2 Mass Transport with Chemical Reactions of Radiolysis Species 
Transient solute transport of the two radiolysis products, molecular hydrogen (H2) and 
oxygen (O2), were investigated (Joe et al., 2003). At the same time, the model employed 
chemical recombination reactions of radiolysis species to the diffusion equation. The following 
assumptions are made: 
First, no precipitation occurs in the crud due to the infinitely soluble solute.  
Second, the effective diffusion coefficient, D , of radiolysis species, thus, is defined by 
Eq.(3.34) and Eq.(3.35) 
lD D                   (3.34) 
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         (3.35) 
Third, no reaction between solutes and cladding surfaces takes place. However, the 
radiolysis species do recombine through the primary and secondary reaction, and they produce a 
source/sink term, S . 
Fourth, this analysis considered two kinds of solute transport mechanisms in the porous 
oxide crud layer deposits: molecular diffusion and mass convection. It showed that molecular 
diffusion predominates over mass convection in the porous crud layer (Joe and Jones, 2002).  
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Fifth, for the chimney wall boundary condition, the effect of convection term is 
considered to result in evaporation and condensation along the chimney wall as shown in Fig. 3.2 
(Pan, 1986).  
These assumptions are employed to make the model simple as mentioned in the description 
of the analytical model.  
 
3.2.1 Governing equation 
We consider the transient diffusion equation describing the solute concentration 
 tzrC ,,  associated with a cylindrical geometry model and a constant source term S: 
   
t
tzrCStzrCD 
 ,,,,2             (3.36) 
where D is the diffusion coefficient. It can be rewritten in non-dimensional form as:  
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3.2.2 Radiolysis products (H2, O2, H2O2) within the crud layer 
Research on the effects of water radiolysis in the primary coolant of PWRs has been 
conducted elsewhere (Gored, 1991; Pastina et al., 1999).  The radiolysis species formed during 
water radiolysis affect the corrosion processes of structural materials and crud deposition.  The 
dominant final products of water decomposition under ionizing radiation are electroactive 
species, i.e., hydrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen peroxide (Urquidi-Macdonald, 2007). The model 
is incorporated with the source term from radiolysis and corrosion processes. The source terms 
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for the most stable species, H2, O2, and H2O2 from radiolysis and corrosion processes, need to be 
calculated from 16 reactions describing the process of radiolysis.  
Three reaction rates of 2H , 2 2H O , and 2O  are of most interest for the transient Monte 
Carlo simulation with a source term of electroactive radiolysis products. To calculate a constant 
source term S  for radiolysis products in Eq.(3.36), the rate changes of radiolysis species 
concentration from (1) radiolysis yield, yiR , and (2) chemical reactions, 
c
iR , have to be 
determined as shown in Eq.(3.37). 
y c
i iS R R                  (3.37) 
First, the reaction rate at which any primary radiolytic species is produced is given by 
(Urquidi-Macdonald, 2007)  
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where yiR  has units of 3/mol cm s ; G  , nG , and G  are the radiolytic yields for gamma 
photons, neutrons, and alpha particles, respectively, in number of particles per 100 eV of energy 
absorbed; VN  is Avogadro’s number; F equals 6.25 x 1013 (the conversion factor from rad/s to 
eV/g s); and  is the water density in 3/g cm .  , n , and   are the gamma photon, neutron, 
and alpha particle energy dose rates, respectively, in units of rad/s. 
Second, to consider the rate changes of the radiolysis species concentration from 
chemical reactions, it is necessary to study comprehensively the reaction kinetics of radiolysis 
products. The rate of change for each species i  at a given location c ,  ciR , is given by reaction 
rate theory as  
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N M N M
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where jk  is the rate constant for the reaction between species s  and m , or for the reaction 
between s  and i , and mC  and sC are the concentration of species mand s , respectively. 
N is the number of reactions in the model (i.e., 16N  from the Table 2.1); M is the maximum 
number of species considered(i.e., 13M  in this model). By considering the rates of change of 
radiolysis species concentration from chemical reactions and radiolysis yields discussed above, 
the total rate of species formed by the effect of radiolysis as (Urquidi-Macdonald, 2007), 
1 , 1 1 1
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The method used in this work to solve the set of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) 
makes use of Rosenbrock method of ODE solver using Matlab Simulink. This commercial 
software is designed to solve first order, stiff ODE equation sets.  
 
3.2.3 Boundary and Initial conditions for radiolysis products  
Fig. 3.3 shows the boundary conditions for solute concentration distribution in a 
cylindrical cell due to molecular diffusion for radiolysis products in the porous crud layer: 
the Neumann boundary at H    
0

H
H

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the Neumann boundary at 0   
0
0
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

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the Dirichlet boundary condition on the boundary at 1   
  11 H              (3.43) 
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the Dirichlet boundary condition on the boundary at 1   
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as well as the initial condition: 
0
0
t
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A numerical scheme, which is presented in the next chapter, has been developed to solve 
the transient diffusion equation describing the solute concentration  tzrC ,,  associated with a 
cylindrical geometry model and a constant source term S. Physically, S is a source/sink term that 
is generated through radiolysis as described in Eq.(3.36). 
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Nomenclature 
 
1. English Symbols 
 
   a = activity 
a  average concentration 
Ar aspect ratio, = rv/δ 
C local solute concentration in the porous deposition 
 
Cb solute concentration in bulk 
Ci solute concentration of species i in bulk 
Cm  solute concentration of species m 
Cs solute concentration of species s 
 
D effective diffusion coefficient of solute in the porous deposition, m2s-1 
Di molecular diffusivity of a solute i 
Dn constants 
f fraction of surface not occupied by chimneys 
 
F  6.25 x 1013 (the conversion factor from rad/s to eV/g s) 
H cell radius, m 
Hfg latent heat of vaporization, kJ/kg 
 |j| = Flux of Molecules [Kg/m/s] 
 
jk   rate constant for the reaction between species s  and m  
G    radiolytic yields for gamma photons, number of particles per 100 eV  
nG   radiolytic yields for neutrons, number of particles per 100 eV 
G   radiolytic yields for alpha particles, number of particles per 100 eV 
  
 M = Molecular Weight [Kg/mole] 
M maximum number of species considered 
m  mass convection rate of unit cell area, g/cm2 ּ◌sec 
m  mass convection rates of H2O in g/sec 
 
N number of chemical reactions in the model 
VN   Avogadro’s number 
 P = Pressure [Pa] 
 Pv = Vapor Pressure 
  
 Pvlv = Water Vapor Interface Pressure Corresponding to Tlv 
"
0q  initial heat flux from fuel surface, Watts/cm
2 
Q heat flux applied on heated surface, Watts/cm2 
y
iR  rate changes of radiolysis species concentration from radiolysis yield, 3/mol cm s  
 
   
c
iR  rate changes of radiolysis species concentration from chemical reactions 
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r radial coordinate 
rc average pore radius of the porous deposition, m 
Rc cell radius, m 
 
Rch radius of chimney, m 
rmen radius of the interface curvature for menisci, m 
rv chimney radius, m 
   R = Universal Gas Constant [J/mole/K] 
    
   T = Temperature [K] 
   Tv = Temperature 
   Tlv = Local Interface Temperature 
T temperature, K 
 
T20 temperature at 20 ºC 
T300 temperature at 300 ºC 
S source/sink term 
z axial coordinate 
 
 
2. Greek Symbols 
 
α evaporation constant  
δ thickness of porous deposition, m 
ε porosity 
ϕ normalized solute concentration, C/ Cb 
 
ϕH normalized solute concentration of H2 
ϕO normalized solute concentration of O2 
ΦH ϕH-1 
η normalized radial coordinate, = r/Rc 
 
θ non-dimensional local temperature 
μ dynamic viscosity, Kg m-1 s-1 
μl liquid dynamic viscosity, Kg m-1 s-1 
μv vapor dynamic viscosity, Kg m-1 s-1 
 
  water density in 3/g cm   ρL liquid density, Kg m-3 
ρv vapor density, Kg m-3 
λ separation constant 
λn set of eigenvalues for separation constant 
 
σ surface tension, N m-1 
ζ normalized axial coordinate, = z/ δ 
τ tortuosity of the porous medium 
   gamma photon energy dose rates, rad/s 
 
n   neutron energy dose rates, in units of rad/s 
   alpha particle energy dose rates, rad/s 
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ν20 viscosity of solvent (water) at 20 ºC 
ν300 viscosity of solvent (water) at 300 ºC 
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4.  Solution procedure and numerical techniques  
In the previous chapter, the governing and boundary equations were developed and a set 
of equations describes how the solute transport and the chemical reactions of radiolysis species 
in the porous deposit relate to each other. The Monte Carlo (MC) Random Walk (RW) method, 
which is presented in Section 4.1, was developed to solve the time-dependent diffusion equation. 
The evaluation of the solute transport of various radiolysis species requires the numerical method 
due to its inhomogeneous characteristics. The solution of the diffusion equation with chemical 
reactions for the solutes is obtained numerically by the MC method. The solution of chemical 
reactions of multiple radiolysis species is presented in Section 4.2. The benchmark of the MC 
method is performed against the analytical solution of the Laplace equation of the same model in 
Section 4.3. Finally, the stability and validity of the current model, including convergence of the 
MC scheme, is discussed. 
 
4.1  MC procedures of the time dependent diffusion equation 
The MC method is a procedure for analyzing phenomena by means of a computer 
algorithm that generates a random walk (RW). Stanislaw Ulam and John von Neumann invented 
the technique to solve neutron diffusion problems at Los Alamos in the 1940s, and they gave it 
the name the Monte Carlo (MC) method. RWs describe transport phenomena and are simulated 
using MC techniques. In this study, the time-dependent diffusion equation is considered in order 
to employ the MC RW method in a spatially-dependent medium with a concentration generating 
source term due to radiolysis: 
 D D S
t
             (4.1) 
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2
2 2 2
1 1 1
v
D S
r t
      
              
    (4.2) 
where:  
( , ), , , ( , )v
v b
r Cr z Ar
r C
          . 
The solution of this equation is a function  of normalized concentration distribution, which 
depends both on the cylindrical coordinate ( , ) and on time. 
 
4.1.1  Defining initial and boundary conditions
  
 
The solution of MC simulation is determined by the identification of an appropriate 
initial condition (IC) and boundary conditions (BCs).  We consider a mesh that is inscribed in 
the domain D, in which it is required to find the solution   (P, t) at an internal point P and a 
boundary point Q, which satisfy the following different types of the BC as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
First, the Dirichlet BC problem consists of finding a function   that is defined and 
differentiable over a closed domain D with boundary C and satisfies the diffusion equation. Eqs. 
(4.3) and (4.4) show this type of BC on the bulk and the chimney wall, respectively: 
 1 1            (4.3) 
 
11
cosh( 1) L
Q
Dfe
   
                (4.4) 
The MC solution covers the domain D by a rectangular mesh of 31 x 121. The RW in the 
Dirichlet boundaries starts from an inner point and moves to the boundary, and then determines 
the solution at the starting point. According to Ragheb, the RW in a cartesian coordinate system 
can be imagined as a walk carried out by a drunken person walking a city, moving in four 
directions—north, south, east, or west—at intersections with different transition probabilities 
(Ragheb, 2003). Finally, his walk stops when he reaches the city wall or boundary. 
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0
H

 
          (4.5) 
0
0


 
          (4.6) 
where both of the BCs are 100% reflecting particles to the previous position of the mesh. In the 
process, until pseudo-particles of the RW on the Neumann boundaries reach the boundary at a 
point Q, they move within the domain D from one point to another. When RW reaches the 
boundary, the value of  Q  is counted as a contribution to the solute concentration at the 
starting point P. The process is repeated N times of RW, which leaves an unbiased estimator for 
the concentration at the starting point P as: 
1
( )
N
i
i
P
Q
N

 

        
(4.7) 
If the concentration is desired over the whole domain, RWs are started over the whole domain. 
Third, the initial condition at all of the internal non-boundary points is considered. Eq. 
4.8 shows the IC of the diffusion equation as below:  
0
0
t
           (4.8) 
The MC simulation to this problem should initiate at the IC. As the time step increases, it should 
reach a steady state with the BCs including the whole domain.   
 
4.1.2  Sampling method 
The MC simulation of solute transport needs sampling of the distribution that 
characterizes its behavior. The following terms of the current MC method are introduced: 
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discrete random variables (RVs), probability density function (PDF), cumulative distribution 
function (CDF), and mean value.  
First, the term random or stochastic variable represents that there is no specific value for 
the variable that is known at a given occurrence, but the probability of the different occurrences 
is usually known (Ragheb, 2003). The random variable (RV) describes the randomness of the 
process.  
Second, if a discrete random variable ξ of the MC method assumes the four discrete 
values of r1, r2, r3, and r4 for sampling different directions, it can be specified by the PDF: 
   3 41 2
3 41 2
:
r rr r
P PP P
             
(4.9)
 
where P1, P2, P3, and P4 are the transition probabilities or PDF of occurrence of the values of r1, 
r2, r3, and r4, respectively. This PDF Pi can be formally written by the expression: 
( ) { }i iP r P r P          (4.10) 
The arbitrary values for r1, r2, r3, and r4 are obtained by a random number generator, but the 
probabilities Pi must satisfy the two conditions (Ragheb, 2003): 
0iP           (4.11) 
4
1 2 3 4
1
1i
i
P P P P P

    
      
(4.12) 
Such a discrete transition probabilities for the MC method is shown in Fig. 4.2. Due to its 
cylindrical geometry, P1 (+η) has a higher value than P3 (-η), and they are space dependent. It 
describes equal transition probabilities P2 (+ζ) and P4 (-ζ) for the axial directions. The PDF of Eq. 
(4.12) is associated with a CDF, which is defined as: 
i
i i
r r
CDF P

 
        
(4.13)
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As a result of the condition in Eq. (4.14): 
4 1.0CDF             (4.14) 
It is noticeable that radial mesh points 6 and 11 in Fig. 4.2 have an irregular behavior of its 
transition probabilities and it appears randomly with different mesh sizes and the number of 
random walks. However, the summation of these transition probabilities holds Eq.(4.14). 
Third, the goal of a MC simulation is normally to determine the mathematical expectation, or the 
mean value of a given RV. In the discrete RV case of the MC method, the mathematical 
expectation of the sampling is given by: 
 
4
4
1
4
1
1
i i
i
i i i
i
i
i
r P
r r P
P
 


 
 
       
(4.15) 
because of the normalization condition of Eq. (4.14). 
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by ODE solver using Matlab in the following section. The forward difference for the temporal 
derivative and the centered difference for the spatial derivative are used. In the process, we 
consider a 3-D Laplacian operator in cylindrical geometry as: 
2
2 2 2
1 1 1
v
D S
r t
      
              
    (4.16) 
2
2
2 2 2
1 1 1
v
D D
r t
       
               
    (4.17) 
We write the finite difference approximation of the Laplacian 2  operator in the radial direction 
of the cylindrical coordinate:  
2 2
1 1 1 1
v v
D D
r r
        
                     
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 
   
 
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1
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v i
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  
             
 
   
 
1, 1, 1, 1, ,
22
2 2
2
k k k k k
i j i j i i j i j i j
v i
D D
r
      
 
          
   
 
1, 1, ,
22
2 2 4
2
k k k
i i j i i j i i j
v i
D D D
r
       
 
            (4.18) 
Similarly, in the axial direction (axial) in the cylindrical coordinate: 
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   
 
2
2 2 2
, 1 , , , 1
22 2
k k k k
i j i j i j i j
D D
D D
 
    
    
     
 
 
        
                              
  (4.19) 
and for the forward-time derivative: 
 
 
1
, ,
k k
i j i j
t t
             (4.20) 
where the subscript i represents the η coordinate (or normalized radial coordinate), the subscript j 
represents the ζ coordinate (or normalized axial coordinate), and the superscript k represents the 
time coordinate. 
So, we obtain a discretized form of a first order accurate in time and second order 
accurate in space. In a 3-D cylindrical coordinate, the following equations yield the finite 
difference form for the diffusion equation: 
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                   (4.21) 
Solving for 1,
k
i j  , we get: 
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  (4.22) 
Combining terms yields: 
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(4.23) 
As a special case, this equation can be simplified by choosing the following relation 
between the time scale and the mesh sizes between neighboring points in both axial and radial 
directions: 
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which simplifies the equation: 
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  (4.25) 
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As a basis for the MC RW numerical model shown in the flow chart in Fig. 4.5, the 
time-dependent diffusion equation connects the concentration 1,
k
i j   at the k+1 time step to the 
concentration of surrounding mesh points at the previous time step k according to:  
1
, 1 1, 3 1, 2 , 1 4 , 1
k k k k k
i j i j i j i j i jP P P P S                             (4.26) 
where we define the RW transition probabilities in a homogeneous medium in the radial 
direction: 
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(4.27) 
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(4.28) 
In the axial direction: 
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(4.30) 
in the positive radial and negative radial direction for P1 (+η) and P3 (-η), respectively, and the 
positive axial and negative axial direction for P2 (+ζ) and P4 (-ζ), respectively. This suggests that 
each internal point is a weighted average depending on the axial and radial positions over the 
surrounding mesh points in addition to a contribution from the normalized source term, S , 
which can be written as: 
   
   
2 22 2
2 22 22
v
v
rSS
D r
  
  
       
          
(4.31) 
The process in Eq. (4.28) with four different transition probabilities to each direction is a 
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characteristic of the cylindrical coordinate problem with the source term. In three dimensions, its 
six immediate neighbors should be added at each node point in the walk with the initial condition.  
With the calculated transition probabilities of Pi, sampling PDF and CDF can take the 
following steps. First, the sampling of a discrete PDF requires the construction of a CDF, and it 
requires storing of its values in array form. Because the cylindrical coordinate has different 
values of PDFs to radial directions, each inner node has different CDFs, as shown in Fig. 4.3. P1, 
the value of the positive radial direction, has a slightly higher value than P3, the value of the 
negative radial direction PDF. However, the values of axial directions P2 and P4 are equal 
throughout the whole domain. Second, a pseudo-random number  0,1ir   is sampled over the 
unit interval. Third, the CDF is inverted by searching its values for the position of the sampled 
random variable. If: 
1 2 1 1 2.... ....i i iP P P r P P P              (4.32) 
then i is chosen and the corresponding outcome ri is taken as a sample. For instance, in Fig. 4.4: 
 1 2 1 2 3iP P r P P P           (4.33) 
is taken and this results in i = 3. Accordingly the inversion process yields ri = 3 as the sampled 
value of r. As random numbers are generated over the interval [0,1], they are compared to the 
possibly tabulated value of the CDF to sample a direction to the positive radial and negative 
radial direction for P1 (+η) and P3 (-η), respectively, and the positive axial and negative axial 
direction for P2 (+ζ) and P4 (-ζ), respectively. The effect of each operation I1 ,  I2,  D1 , and D2 is 
to move from a point (η, ζ) to a new point (η, ζ), where ( , )   is determined by the Eqs. (4.19) 
to (4.22) with CDF1, CDF2, CDF3, and CDF4: 
1 1 1:0 ( , ) ( 1, ),I r CDF              (4.34) 
1 1 2: ( , ) ( , 1),iD CDF r CDF             (4.35) 
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2 2 3: ( , ) ( 1, ),iI CDF r CDF             (4.36) 
2 3: 1 ( , ) ( , 1),iD CDF r              (4.37) 
where the summation of all probabilities is 1. 
In summary, a pseudo-particle is started from an internal point P of the domain D and 
the RW is started from the point where the particle has a different probability of stepping to one 
of four neighboring points randomly. From the PDF, the CDF is constructed and is sampled using 
a sequence of pseudo-random numbers, which are generated over the unit interval [0, 1]. The 
correct PDF is generated as we increase the number of the time step, k, and the number of the 
RW, n, to fully sample the domain. It is assumed that the RW starts from an internal point P, 
reaches one of the neighboring points with different probabilities from P1 to P4, and continues 
this way until it reaches the boundary where it stops. The process is allowed to continue for only 
k steps.  If after k steps the RW does not reach the boundary but instead reaches an internal point 
P, then a score for this point is recorded as the initial condition at that internal point. If, on the 
other hand, the RW does reach the boundary, then it accumulates a score given by the boundary 
condition. As shown in the schematic algorithm in Fig. 4.5, N RWs are generated of length k, 
each giving the time dependence of the solution to the diffusion process. The detailed procedure 
of FORTRAN code can be found in Appendix 1. 
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4.2  Evaluation of radiolysis source term calculation 
 
The source terms for the most stable species, H2, O2, and H2O2, from radiolysis and 
corrosion processes, need to be calculated from the 16 reactions of radiolysis. Three reaction 
rates of 2H , 2 2H O , and 2O  are of most interest for the transient MC simulation with a source 
term of electroactive radiolysis products. To calculate a constant source term S  for radiolysis 
products, the rate changes of radiolysis species concentration from (1) radiolysis yield, yiR , and 
(2) chemical reactions, ciR , have to be determined as shown in Eq. (4.38). 
y c
i iS R R                  (4.38) 
First, the reaction rate at which any primary radiolytic species is produced is given by 
(Urquidi-Macdonald, 2007) : 
/
100 100 100
n n
y i i i
i V
G G GR F N
   
       
            (4.39)  
where yiR  has units of 3/mol cm s ; G  , nG , and G  are the radiolytic yields for gamma 
photons, neutrons, and alpha particles, respectively, in number of particles per 100 eV of energy 
absorbed; VN  is Avogadro’s number; F equals 6.25 x 1013 (the conversion factor from rad/s to 
eV/g s); and  is the water density in 3/g cm .  , n , and   are the gamma photon, neutron, 
and alpha particle energy dose rates, respectively, in units of rad/s. 
Second, to consider the rate changes of radiolysis species concentration from chemical 
reactions, it is necessary to study comprehensively the reaction kinetics of radiolysis products. 
For the rate of change for each species i , at a given location c ,  ciR  is given by reaction rate 
theory as:  
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1 , 1 1 1
N M N M
c
i j s m i j s
j m s j s
R k C C C k C
   
               (4.40) 
where jk  is the rate constant for the reaction between species s  and m  or for the reaction 
between s  and i , and mC  and sC are the concentration of species mand s , respectively. 
N is the number of reactions in the model (i.e., 16N  from Table 2.1), M is the maximum 
number of species considered (i.e., 11M   in this model). Letting 1,...., 11( )iC C C represent the 
concentration in molecules per cubic centimeter of aqe
 , OH ,OH  , H  , H  , 2H , 2 2H O , 
2O , 2HO
 , 2HO
 , and 2H O , respectively, the preceding set of reactions in Table 2.1 is 
governed by a differential system: 
1
15 5 3 1 1 2 2 4 3 5 4 7 5 11 13 10( )
dC k C C C k C k C k C k C k C k C
dt
             (4.41) 
2
5 1 7 2 1 1 6 2 7 5 12 10( )
dC k C C C k C k C k C k C
dt
            (4.42)  
3
1 1 2 3 1 5 4 1 7 5 1 11 16 9 11 3 10 4 11 7 15 5( )
dC k C C k C C k C C k C C k C C C k C k C k C
dt
       
  
(4.43) 
4
4 2 1 9 9 10 3( )
dC C k C k C k C
dt
            (4.44) 
5
2 1 4 5 1 11 5 3 1 7 2 8 5 14 10 15 3( )
dC k C C k C C C k C k C k C k C k C
dt
             (4.45) 
6
3 1 5 8 5 5
dC k C C k C C
dt
            (4.46) 
7
6 2 2 9 4 9 14 5 10 16 9 11 7 4 1 11 3( )
dC k C C k C C k C C k C C C k C k C
dt
           (4.47) 
8
12 2 10
dC k C C
dt
          (4.48) 
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9
11 7 3 13 1 10 9 9 4 16 11( )
dC k C C k C C C k C k C
dt
          (4.49) 
10
11 12 2 13 1 14 5( )
dC C k C k C k C
dt
             (4.50) 
11
7 2 5 10 3 4 11 3 7 12 2 10 15 3 5 11 5 1 16 4( )
dC k C C k C C k C C k C C k C C C k C k C
dt
      
  
(4.51) 
where differentiation with respect to time is denoted by /idC dt . The constant reaction rates Mk , 
1, ...,16M   of radiolysis are in 3dm mol  s  (from Table 2.1). By considering the rates of 
change of radiolysis species concentration from chemical reactions and radiolysis yield discussed 
above, the total rate of species formed by the effect of radiolysis is represented as (Urquidi-
Macdonald, 2007): 
1 , 1 1 1
/
100 100 100
n n N M N M
i i i
V j s m i j s
j m s j s
G G GS F N k C C C k C
   

   
                           (4.52) 
The method used in this work to solve the set of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) 
makes use of the Rosenbrock method of ODE solver using Matlab Simulink. This commercial 
software is designed to solve first-order, stiff ODE equation sets. This problem is coupled 
throughout via the concentration of all the species considered up to 11 different kinds as shown 
in Fig. 4.6. The set of ODEs is very stiff, which means that it is a transient region where behavior 
is on a different scale from that outside this transient region. A physical example of a stiff system 
involves chemical reaction rates, where the convergence to a final solution can typically be quite 
rapid as shown in Figs. 4.7 to 4.9. Equilibrium concentration level of 2H , 2O ,  and 2 2H O  are 
7.05 x 10-7 mol/cm3  (2.22 mlH2/kgH2O) in 2.2 x10-8 seconds, 1.76 x 10-7 mol/cm3  (0.55 
mlO2/kgH2O) in 2.2 x10-8 seconds, and 7.45 x 10-7 mol/cm3  (2.34 ml H2O2/kgH2O) in 4.7 x10-7 
seconds,  respectively. Even though the source terms are calculated simultaneously in transient 
 regime, b
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4.3.1  Benchmark with solutions of the Laplace equation 
It is safe to verify the output of the MC method against certain benchmark measures 
when MC simulations have taken place. In this model, the MC RW method is benchmarked for 
consistency of the solution against the analytical solution of the Laplace equation in this section. 
The problem for benchmarking may be a 3-D steady state diffusion problem with simpler 
Laplace equation in the cylindrical coordinate.  
The following discusses how to construct the PDF and CDF for the Laplace equation in 
the MC method and its result from the MC method compares to its analytical solution. First, a 
part of the BCs are simplified to derive the analytical solution. A BC to the left of the averaged 
constant concentration   in the axial direction is used rather than an originally proposed 
spatial-dependent BC, while a BC above a constant concentration of bulk is shown below:  
 1 1     at 1              (4.53) 
  
11
cosh( )( 1) 1
11
cosh( )
L
Q
DfLDf e
Q

    
 
   
          
 at 1             (4.54) 
BCs on the right and the bottom sides are insulated and constitute adiabatic boundaries with no 
concentration flowing through them as shown below: 
0
H

 
   at H              (4.55) 
0
0


 
   at 
0              (4.56) 
Second, a 3-D Laplacian operator in cylindrical geometry can be written as: 
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D D
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      
          
    (4.57) 
The solutes would have a diffusion coefficient D. For the inhomogeneous medium due to the 
spatial-dependent transition probabilities, the underlying governing equation is the Laplace 
equation in the cylindrical coordinate. In this aspect, the Laplace equation without the source 
term from chemical reactions has to be simulated in the MC method. We write the finite 
difference approximation of the Laplacian 2  operator in the radial direction of the cylindrical 
coordinate:  
2 2
1 1 1 1
v v
D D
r r
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Similarly, in the axial direction in the cylindrical coordinate: 
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   (4.59) 
where the subscript i represents the η coordinate (or normalized radial coordinate) and the 
subscript j represents the ζ coordinate (or normalized axial coordinate). 
In a 3-dimensional cylindrical coordinate, the following equations yield the finite 
difference form for the diffusion equation: 
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Solving for ,i j , we get: 
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           (4.61) 
As a basis for the MC RW numerical model shown in the flow chart in Fig. 4.5, the Laplace 
equation connects the concentration ,i j  to the concentration of surrounding node points with 
different probabilities according to:  
, 1 1, 3 1, 2 , 1 4 , 1i j i j i j i j i jP P P P                     (4.62) 
where we define the RW transition probabilities, or PDFs in a inhomogeneous medium as: 
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(4.65) 
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(4.66) 
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in both the analytical solution and the MC simulation. The analytical solution contains several 
first and second types of Bessel functions, which include a series of alternation to converge the 
solution. The MC simulation considers convergence in terms of the number of time steps and the 
number of random walks, which also contains a certain level of the error.  However, the MC 
simulation can be concluded that it physically holds the molecular diffusion of solute transport 
process against the analytical solution. See detailed routines of the benchmark procedures in 
Appendix 4.  
 
4.3.2  Fractional standard deviation for MC RW 
To estimate the error of the RW MC simulation, the following procedure of fsd is 
described below. First, the mean of a sample concentration factor of ϕi is defined by 
1
1 n
i
in
 

                 (4.67) 
and the unbiased sample variance of ϕ is: 
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                      
        (4.68) 
To estimate the error of the sample mean, one can use the equation below: 
  2 221nVariance n n                  (4.69) 
because n is usually a large number of RWs. Standard deviation, or SD, which is the positive 
square root of the variance, of the sample mean can be expressed as follows: 
       2. . S SS D n n                      (4.70) 
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Table 4.1 Comparison of fsd at two different BCs at the chimney wall with 100 random walks. 
Classification    2S    Variance    . .S D   fsd 
Case 1 (Constant Cb) 51.512 171.082 2851.370 1.308 0.025
Case 2 (Exponential Cb) 5.162 65.896 92.812 0.812 0.157
 
4.3.3  Convergence checks 
Convergence evaluation of time steps and RWs is an effective benchmark tool to test the 
MC procedure. The convergence of the time steps k, or random chain lengths, is shown for 
different numbers of steps for k =10 to 200,000 time steps vs. the maximum concentration factor 
ϕmax in Fig. 4.14. The convergence rate, CONV, is defined as below: 
1
max max
1
max
0.003
k k
kCONV
 



 
      
(4.72) 
After a large number of time steps, the MC method can show that the concentrations on 
boundaries reach from the values of the IC to those at the steady-state condition. For the specific 
case of H2 at the mesh size of 31 x 121, k=14,000 meets the convergence criteria shown in Fig. 
4.15. 
To study the effect of the sample number of RW, the number is increased from 1 to 100 
with the results shown in Fig. 4.12. The maximum concentration factor ϕmax vs. the number of 
RW converges at N=100 with k=14,000. Improvement in the estimates of the simulation can be 
noticed when moving to a higher number of RWs. In addition, different mesh size vs. the 
execution time is measured. An Intel processor at 2.20 GHz with 2.00 GB RAM is used for the 
simulation. Table 4.2 shows a relatively modest execution time with N=100 and k=14,000.  
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Table 4.2 Effect of mesh size δ=100 μm, rv=2.5 μm, Nv=3,000 chimneys/mm2. 
Mesh Size  
( η vs. ζ) 
Max. Concentration Factor 
(ϕmax) 
Execution Time  
(CPU sec) 
26 x 121 302.07 60.56 
31 x 121 302.04 104.56 
36 x 121 302.03 159.92 
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Abbreviations 
 
1. BC Boundary Condition 
2. CDF Cumulative Distribution Function 
3. CLT Central Limit Theorem 
4. CONV Convergence rate 
5. fsd factional standard deviation 
6. IC Initial Condition 
7. MC Monte Carlo 
8. ODE Ordinary Differential Equation 
9. PDF Probability Density Function 
10. RV  Random Variable 
11. RW Random Walk 
12. SD Standard Deviation 
Nomenclature 
 
1. English Symbols 
 
C a boundary of mesh 
C local solute concentration in the porous deposition 
Cb solute concentration in bulk 
Ci solute concentration of species i in bulk 
 
Cm  solute concentration of species m 
Cs solute concentration of species s 
D effective diffusion coefficient of solute in the porous deposition, m2s-1 
D a domain of mesh  
 
f fraction of surface not occupied by chimneys 
F  6.25 x 1013 (the conversion factor from rad/s to eV/g s) 
H unit cell radius, m 
i an radial position of mesh 
 
j an axial position of mesh 
      k time step 
     jk   rate constant for the reaction between species s  and m  
G    radiolytic yields for gamma photons, number of particles per 100 eV  
 
nG   radiolytic yields for neutrons, number of particles per 100 eV 
G   radiolytic yields for alpha particles, number of particles per 100 eV 
M maximum number of species considered 
Nv number of chemical reactions in the model 
 
N a sample number of RW 
P an internal point of mesh 
Pi i-th transition probability or PDF 
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"
0q  initial heat flux from fuel surface, Watts/cm
2 
 
Q a boundary point of mesh 
Q heat flux applied on heated surface, Watts/cm2 
y
iR  rate changes of radiolysis species concentration from radiolysis yield, 3/mol cm s  
c
iR  rate changes of radiolysis species concentration from chemical reactions 
 
r radial coordinate 
ri i-th random number 
rv chimney radius, m 
t time 
 
Δt time increment 
S source/sink term 
ΔS a normalized source term 
z axial coordinate 
 
 
2. Greek Symbols 
 
α evaporation constant  
δ thickness of porous deposition, m 
ε porosity 
ϕ normalized solute concentration factor, C/ Cb 
 
  averaged concentration factor 
ϕH normalized solute concentration factor of H2 
η normalized radial coordinate, = r/Rc 
Δη radial mesh space between two neighboring points 
 
ξ a random variable 
μp an unbiased estimator 
ζ normalized axial coordinate, = z/ δ 
Δζ  axial mesh space between two neighboring points 
   gamma photon energy dose rates, rad/s 
 
n   neutron energy dose rates, in units of rad/s 
   alpha particle energy dose rates, rad/s 
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5.  results and discussion   
The numerical results presented in this chapter were obtained with the 3-D diffusion 
model. The model evaluates the distribution of solutes, especially, H2, O2, and H2O2, in the 
porous medium, which results from the diffusion of solutes and recombination of radiolysis 
species. The results for a sample case are shown in Section 5.1. A study with different parameters 
follows in Sections 5.2 through 5.5. The parameters examined include a radiolysis source term, 
chimney wall boundary conditions, time-dependent conditions, and porosity. In Section 5.6, 
chemistry in crud deposits is discussed with different chemicals and trace impurities that may 
impact the crud formation. In Section 5.7, the crud material composition analysis is discussed in 
two different stages: pre-AOA and post-AOA.  In Section 5.8, Zircaloy cladding corrosion is 
discussed regarding the aspects of electrochemistry.  
5.1  Sample case 
A sample case has been taken to evaluate the 3-D diffusion model with a chemical 
recombination of radiolysis species. The sample case is defined by the operating conditions 
expected in a PWR at approximate maximum heat flux level: i.e., Q = 1.7 x 102 W/cm2, Nv = 
6,000 chimneys/mm2, δ = 100μm, rv = 2.5μm, ρ = 0.712g/cm3 and ε  = 0.5. The solute being 
considered is H2 with a concentration in the bulk fluid of 25 ml H2/kg H2O. The H2 diffusivity in 
water is estimated by using the following equations as described in Chapter 3. The effective 
diffusion coefficient, D , of radiolysis species, thus, is defined by Eq.(5.1), 
1
lD D         (5.1) 
For higher temperatures, the diffusion coefficient is estimated by using Eq.(5.2). Details of the 
extrapolation are presented in Appendix 2. 
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(5.2) 
The value for the tortuosity factor, 1/τ, ranges from 0.4 to 0.67 depending on characteristics such 
as operating temperature and growth pattern of the media (Pan, 1986). Taking 1/τ = 0.4 for a 
porous medium with a porosity of 50 %, the numerical value of D for H2 is 1.48425 x 10-5 
cm2/sec. 
The 2-D solute transport model combines both diffusion and chemical recombination of 
the solute in the radial and axial directions. The solute transport and chemical reactions among 
radiolysis species in the unit cell are coupled in the model and solved by using the Monte Carlo 
method. As a result, this transient diffusion model enables simulation of the solute concentration 
distribution in the porous medium. Taking exponential chimney wall BC and equilibrium state 
concentration into account, higher concentration near the heating surface and lower 
concentration near the crud outer surface are produced in the unit cell. This concentration profile 
is clearly exhibited for the sample case in Fig. 5.1. The highest concentration H2 exists at the 
intersection of the heating surface with the chimney wall, but it reaches the equilibrium state 
gradually. There is no solute transport occurred at the interface of the chimney wall. A color in 
Figures does not represent its concentration level in the chimney, but only water vapor exists. 
The axial dependence becomes obvious at the different axial positions as described in Fig. 5.2 for 
the sample case. However, as shown in Fig. 5.3, it can be seen that the radial dependence 
becomes negligible at the different radial positions. In addition, the slope of concentration is 
relatively small for z > 50 μm, which means a lower concentration gradient in the region. This 
agrees with Pan’s calculation that the evaporation at the chimney wall near z = 0 μm removes 
most of the imposed heat flux and keeps the chimney wall temperature near the crud surface very 
close to the saturation temperature; this results in negligible evaporation for z > 50 μm (Pan, 
 1986). 
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5.2  Effect of radiolysis source term 
Studies on the effect of water radiolysis have been conducted in the primary coolant of 
PWRs in the section.  The radiolysis species formed during water radiolysis affect the corrosion 
processes of structural materials and crud deposition.  The 3-D diffusion model is incorporated 
with and without the source term from radiolysis. The source terms for the most stable species, 
H2, O2, and H2O2 from radiolysis are examined to elucidate their distribution behavior. To 
calculate the constant source term S  for radiolysis products, the rate changes of radiolysis 
species concentration from radiolysis yield, yiR , and chemical reactions, 
c
iR , have to be 
determined. By considering the rates of change of radiolysis species concentration from chemical 
reactions and radiolysis yields, species are formed by the effect of radiolysis. Equilibrium 
concentration level of 2H , 2O ,  and 2 2H O  are 7.05 x 10-7 mol/cm3  (2.22 mlH2/kgH2O), 1.76 
x 10-7 mol/cm3  (0.55 mlO2/kgH2O), and 7.45 x 10-7 mol/cm3  (2.34 mlH2O2/kgH2O),  
respectively. The source terms are calculated simultaneously in transient regime. Because the 
source terms of these species rapidly approach the equilibrium state in 10-6 ~10-8 seconds, they 
are considered as constant source terms in the simulation. 
Taking the source term obtained from radiolysis yields and chemical reactions into 
account, the concentration distribution profiles are presented for the most stable species, H2, O2, 
and H2O2 in Figs 5.4 through 5.6, respectively. In general, there is a higher concentration near 
the heating surface and a lower concentration near the crud outer surface in the unit cell. 
However, the concentration profiles of O2 and H2O2 show higher concentrations at the unit cell 
boundary than the chimney wall boundary where z > 70 μm in Figs. 5.5 and 5.6.  In the one-
dimensional presentations, the axial dependence becomes obvious at the different axial positions, 
which range between z = 0 μm and z = 100 μm as described in Figs. 5.7 through 5.9 for the 
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5.3  Effect of chimney wall boundary conditions 
There are two chimney wall boundary conditions applied in the 3-D diffusion model.  
First, the Dirichlet boundary condition on the boundary at 1   is applied: 
 
11
cosh( 1) L
Q
Df
H e
   
                 (5.3)  
The concentration gradient resulting from the boiling and evaporation of water (solvent) at the 
chimney wall shows an exponential distribution of concentration level. However, solutes of 
radiolysis species are assumed not to penetrate the chimney wall boundary, where a liquid and 
steam boundary exist (Cohen, 1974). Second, it uses an averaged constant concentration, H , at 
1   from Cohen’s simplified 1-D model, where the chimney wall is located, 
  0( 1)
H
H
d
     

       (5.4) 
Fig. 5.10 depicts the behavior of the concentration distributions of H2 for the two cases – the 
exponential and the averaged constant BC - at the chimney wall.  
The results are further discussed with two different BCs at the chimney wall. First, 
taking exponential chimney wall BC and equilibrium state concentration into account, higher 
concentration near the heating surface and lower concentration near the crud outer surface are 
presented for radiolysis species of H2, O2, and H2O2 in Figs. 5.4 through 5.6.  Higher 
concentration exists at the intersection of the heating surface with the chimney wall, but it 
gradually reaches the equilibrium state of the concentration distribution as described in the 
previous sections. Second, the concentration distributions with the BC of the averaged constant 
chimney wall are shown for radiolysis species of H2, O2, and H2O2 in Figs. 5.11 through 5.13. 
For the concentration distribution at the chimney wall (η = 1), Cohen’s 1-D model prediction was 
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applied to obtain the concentration profile from the 3-D diffusion model. The 3-D model predicts 
a maximum and thinner concentration layer, which is located at the chimney wall. However, the 
concentration at the cell boundary (η=H) is much lower and wider than the one at the chimney 
wall. Since the model deals with a cylindrical coordinate, solute concentrations near the cell 
outer boundary (η=H) have a greater impact on the average concentration level than those near 
the chimney wall.  
The range of the concentration distribution in the axial direction becomes narrower at 
the different axial positions as described at z = 20, 50, and 80 μm in Figs. 5.14 through 5.16 with 
the constant BCs than with the exponential BC for all of these radiolysis species of H2, O2, and 
H2O2. The radial dependence becomes negligible with the constant BCs at the different radial 
positions. In addition, the gradient of concentration is relatively small for z < 60 μm with the 
constant BCs, and small for z > 60 μm with H2, for z > 60 μm with O2, and for z > 40 μm with 
H2O2 with the exponential BCs.  
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5.4   Effect of the transient diffusion condition 
A numerical scheme in Chapter 4 was developed to solve the transient diffusion 
equation describing the solute concentration  tzrC ,,  associated with a cylindrical geometry 
model and a constant source term S for the radiolysis, 
   
t
tzrCStzrCD 
 ,,,,2        
where D is the diffusion coefficient. The forward difference for the temporal derivative and the 
centered difference for the spatial derivative are used, while the source term of chemical 
reactions is calculated by the ODE solver using Matlab. As a special case, the time steps are 
defined by the following relation between the time scale and the mesh sizes between neighboring 
points in both axial and radial directions: 
   
   
   
2 22 2
2 22 22
v
v
r
k
D r
  
  
            
(5.5)
 
From the relation, each time step, k, is 1.265 x 10-3 seconds for H2, 3.036 x 10-3 seconds for O2, 
and 3.995 x 10-3 seconds for H2O2 due to the different diffusion coefficients for each species. Fig. 
5.17 shows the physical time scale for the number of time steps, k, up to the point that 
concentration reaches the equilibrium state. In contrast, time to reach equilibrium concentration 
of 2H , 2O , and 2 2H O  are 2.2 x10-8 seconds, 2.2 x10-8 seconds, and 4.7 x10-7 seconds,  
respectively.  The source terms rapidly approach the equilibrium state in the range of 10-6 to 10-
8 seconds, which is the magnitude of 10 to -3 to -6 power lower than the diffusion time step k in 
the range of 10-3 seconds. Therefore, the transient source terms can be safely considered to be a 
constant term because they reach the equilibrium relatively quickly.   
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For convergence evaluation, the different time steps k, or random chain lengths, is 
examined from k =10 to 200,000 vs. the maximum concentration factor ϕmax shown in Fig. 5.18. 
After a large number of time steps, the transient diffusion model can show that the concentration 
on the chimney wall BC affects significantly to reach the steady-state level of solute 
concentration. Figs. 5.19 through 5.21 present the transient behavior of diffusion phenomena of 
the radiolysis species H2, O2, and H2O2. In this simulation, with exponential chimney wall BC 
and the radiolysis source term taken into account, the higher concentration starts from the 
intersection of the heating surface with the chimney wall at the time step k = 100.  It reaches the 
equilibrium state gradually as the time step increases. At k=14,000, concentration profiles of the 
radiolysis species H2, O2, and H2O2 show the steady-state condition, which distributes a higher 
concentration near the heating surface and a lower concentration near the crud outer surface. Figs. 
5.22 through 5.24 describe one-dimensional solute concentration for the different time steps at 
the axial position of 50 μm and at the radial position of 7.7 μm for the radiolysis species of H2, 
O2, and H2O2. 
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5.5  Effect of porosity of porous cell 
The porous deposits observed in commercial PWRs generally have a wide range of 
porosity and different thickness of porous medium. The concentration of solutes or corrosion 
products in the porous cell may result in chemical reactions including adsorption and 
precipitation, and successively cause porosity changes over the axial location of the porous 
medium. It is interesting to investigate the effects of porosity on solute transport in the porous 
deposit.  
According to the transient diffusion model, the solute transport in the porous layer with 
uniformly distributed chimneys is examined by a three-dimensional formulation. It assumes that 
the chimney distribution is uniform and can be considered as a unit cell with a central chimney 
and a surrounding porous medium.  The surrounding porous region, furthermore, is postulated 
as an equivalent thick walled cylindrical cell.  The effective diffusion coefficient, D , of 
radiolysis species, thus, is defined by Eq.(5.7), 
1
lD D         (5.7) 
where lD  is molecular diffusivity of the solute in the coolant water at 300 ºC,   is the 
porosity of the porous cell, and 1/  accounts for the tortuosity of the porous medium (Pan, 
1986). Fig. 5.25 shows the temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient for different radiolysis 
species in the primary coolant at the porosity 0.5. 
The effect of porosity on the concentration profile is presented with the porosity from 
0.50 to 1.00 in Figs. 5.26 through 5.28. In the process, the effective diffusion coefficient, D, is 
proportional to the porosity and it significantly affects the concentration profile of the radiolysis 
species. When the same amount of D changes in the solute transport process, the concentration 
level changes more quickly at lower values of D than at higher values of D. The change in the 
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5.6 Chemistry within the crud deposits  
This part of the study discusses chemical reactions of PWR primary coolants containing 
boric acid and lithium hydroxide, and investigates the influence of dissolved hydrogen and trace 
impurities, e.g., Ni, Fe, Cr, and Zr, in the presence of water radiolysis.  Concentrations of 
H3BO3 and LiOH, which are inserted into the primary coolant to control excess reactivity and pH 
level, respectively, over a fuel cycle period are key parameters in water radiolysis (Pastina, 
1999).  The dissociation of water in boric acid solutions under reactor irradiation could be 
suppressed by inserting hydrogen into the coolant.  The crud, a nickel ferrite NixFe3-xO4, at 300 
C, reaches the most stable thermodynamic state, which is mainly related to the levels of 
concentration of radiolysis products (H2, O2, H2O2), boron, lithium, and dissolved hydrogen 
(DH) in the form of non-stoichiometric spinels of the nickel ferrite (Dinov, 1996). 
Research on the effects of water radiolysis in the primary coolant of PWRs has been 
conducted elsewhere.  The radiolysis species formed during water radiolysis affect the 
corrosion processes of structural materials.  The dominant final products of water 
decomposition under ionizing radiation are hydrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen peroxide (H2, O2, 
and H2O2).  Oxygen is also related to corrosion problems.  Hydrogen peroxide is known to 
further promote Stress Corrosion Cracking (SCC). A detailed discussion on these radiolysis 
species and material interactions follows below.  
 
5.6.1  Influence of boric acid (H3BO3) and lithium hydroxide (LiOH) 
Boric acid (H3BO3) is inserted into the primary coolant to control excess reactivity at 
the beginning of the cycle as a water-soluble thermal neutron absorber.  Its concentration is 
generally highest, about 1,500 ppm, at the beginning of the fuel cycle and is decreased to near 
zero ppm at the end of the fuel cycle (Pastina, 1999).  At high concentrations, this leads to a 
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high 10B(n, α)7Li reaction rate, which has a negative impact on the mechanisms of water 
recombination with hydrogen and causes an increase of water decomposition by radiolysis at the 
beginning of the fuel cycle.  H3BO3 is also added in high concentration in order to absorb 
thermal neutrons to stop the fission reaction at shutdown for refueling the reactor.  The boric 
acid concentration in the bulk coolant depends on the level of 10B required to control reactivity of 
the core.  Thus, it is impacted by the 10B removal by the transmutation reaction (5.8), which 
reduces the 10B fraction in the bulk coolant.  
10B  +  nthermal   7Li + 4He + 2.35 MeV        (5.8)  
In addition, according to Pastina, high-LET radiation, such as the alpha emission from the 
10B(n, α)7Li reaction, with an LET of 203 keV µm-1, produces proportionally more molecular 
products in coolant water, such as H2O2 and H2, than radical products, such as eaq-, H+, and OH– 
(Pastina et al., 1999).  However, low LET radiation, such as gamma with an LET of 0.23 keV 
µm-1, acts in the opposite way.  According to researchers, low LET radiation favors the 
recombination mechanism because of the higher radical concentrations that increase the length of 
the chain reaction. Fig. 5.32 shows the concentration distribution of H3BO3 with a depth of 100 
μm in the porous crud layer and the exponential increase of H3BO3, possibly leading to a 
precipitated deposit toward the bottom of the porous crud layer, which agrees with Zhou’s model 
(Zhou et al., 2002). This model predicts similar boron holdup in the crud to that estimated by 
Secker’s neutronic calculations shown in Fig. 5.33 (Secker et al., 2001). 
The pH control agent of most PWRs is LiOH. It is believed that the optimum pH value 
for the bulk coolant water in the primary circuit of PWRs is from 6.9 to 7.4 at 300 °C.  It has 
been observed, though, that LiOH enhances Zircaloy cladding corrosion and Stress Corrosion  
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Effective oxygen concentration [O2]eff as the oxidizing species can be defined as Eq.(5.11) due to 
the contribution of H2O2 as shown in Eq.(5.9): 
2H2O2        →  2H2O   +  O2     (5.9) 
2H2  +   O2  →  2H2O      (5.10) 
[O2]eff         =  1/2[H2O2]  +  [O2]     (5.11) 
The hydrogen concentration in the primary coolant system is selected to sufficiently 
limit the effects of water radiolysis by suppressing the oxidants including O2 and H2O2. In U.S. 
PWRs, the DH concentrations should range between 25 and 35 cm3/kgH2O, as recommended by 
the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) (Dinov, 1986).  Fig. 5.34 shows the results at the 
top of the core with 0.112 to 28 cm3 (STP)/kg (3.51 - 878 mmol/m-3) (Takiguchi et al., 2004). 
With 0.112 cm3 (STP)/kg hydrogen, a strongly oxidizing condition is dominant in the coolant.  
The H2O2 concentration immediately decreased further by about 2.5 times even at a small 
increase from 0.112 (STP)/kg (3.51 mmol/m-3) to 0.224 cm3 (STP)/kg (7.02 mmol/m-3) hydrogen. 
The H2O2 concentration reduced gradually to reach an equilibrium of about 0.5 mass ppb when 
the initial hydrogen concentration further approaches 28 cm3 (STP)/kg.  The level of the O2 
concentration is about 10 to -3 power lower than that of the H2O2, so its effect is trivial.  
However, its excess accumulation must be avoided in order to limit corrosion product 
solubility, risks of cracking on the primary side of the steam generator tubes made of Alloy 600, 
and risks of embrittlement of Zircaloy caused by hydration (Haggag, 1982).  Serious hydrogen 
induced intergranular fracture was observed in iron-nickel alloys (Chu and Birnbaum, 1989). A 
considerably lower DH level is now claimed to be adequate to reduce oxidizing species in the 
primary water of PWRs (Takiguchi et al., 2000).  There is a good correlation between the ECP  
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The hydrogen solubility at various concentrations of lithium hydroxide and boric acid is lower 
than that in pure water. In the process, lithium hydroxide and/or boric acid salt out hydrogen at 
the lower solubility. 
 
5.6.3  Influence of corrosion products 
 The cross-sectional energy dispersive X-ray analysis of a typical ~100 μm thick flake of 
porous crud material consists of Ni, Fe, Zr, and Cr as shown in Fig. 5.37. It is noticeable that 
there is a greater amount of nickel (Ni) in the crud composition compared to iron (Fe).  The 
solubility of iron and nickel is shown in Fig. 5.38 (Frattini, 2001).  The crud, which is deposited 
on the cladding of the fuel elements, is a non-stoichiometric nickel ferrite NixFe3-xO4 with a 
value of x ranging from 0 to 1, even though coordinated Li/B chemistry is based on the solubility 
relations for magnetite (Lister, 1993).  According to Dinov, a nickel ferrite NixFe3-xO4 at 300 C 
will tend to reach the thermodynamically most stable state, which is mainly connected to the 
levels of boron, lithium, and DH concentrations in combination with the x value of the initial 
nickel ferrite, as illustrated in Fig. 5.39. The following reactions of dissolution-precipitation 
equilibrium are derived by the hypothetical systems among the involved species: 
 
   NixFe3-xO4   +  6 H+  +  H2  =  x Ni2+  +  (3-x) Fe++   +  4 H2O       (5.13) 
  Fe3O4  +  6 H+  +  H2 =  3 Fe++  +  4 H2O          (5.14) 
          Ni(m)  +  2 H+  =  Ni2+  +  H2O                       (5.15) 
   NizFe3-zO4   +  6 H+  +  H2  =  z Ni2+  + (3-z) Fe++   + 4 H2O           (5.16) 
However, Lister’s model of crud transport in PWRs based on nickel ferrite, NixFe3-xO4, 
solubility determined that the high temperature pH for minimum oxide solubility is 7.4 (Lister, 
1993). Fig. 5.40 indicates that EPRI Guidelines summarizing the possible regimes and principles 
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the lower concentration level. Figs. 5.42 to 5.45 show 2-D concentration profiles at 25, 50, 75, 
and 100 μm for different species of radiolysis and boric acid. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5.41 Effect of crud thickness on the maximum concentration factors depending on the 
crud layer thickness and different solutes. 
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5.8 Crud material composition at pre-AOA and post-AOA  
 Material composition of crud flakes from different PWR cycles between pre-AOA and 
post-AOA stages needs to be discussed. Typically AOA is observed in a crud thickness of 100 
μm or higher. Different material analysis tools have been employed to identify their composition 
in different stages of crud flakes.  
 
5.8.1 Pre-AOA crud composition 
In the case of crud structure, there are several characteristics that are distinguished. First, 
thin crud contains predominately nickel ferrites (NiFe2O4) and nickel sometimes was found as Ni 
metal. At the same time, a significant proportion of nickel dissolves during the shutdown process 
(Bayer et al., 1999). Second, pre-AOA crud, ranging up to 40 μm thick, includes ZrO2, which 
was found throughout the crud thickness.  
Table 5.1 Results of 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy analyses of crud samples (Sawicki, 2010). 
No NiFe2O4 Ni2FeBO5 γ-FeOOH 17-4PH 
%Fe (wt%) %Fe (wt%) %Fe (wt%) %Fe (wt%) 
C1 
 
78.7±3.
0 
68.9±2.6 8.4±0.4 22.1±1.0 - - 12.9±0.
6 
9.0±0.4 
C 1
b 
76.4±3.
6 
64.4±2.5 10.6±0.5 26.8±1.3 - - 13.0±0.
7 
8.8±0.4 
C2 
 
83.9±4.
2 
71.7±3.6 9.2±0.6 23.6±1.5 - - 6.9±0.8 4.7±0.6 
C3 
 
76.9±4.
0 
68.8±3.6 7.1±0.6 19.0±1.6 4.9±0.5 4.3±0.4 11.1±0.
8 
7.9±0.6 
V1 
 
92.1±4.
1 
92.7±4.1 - - 4.5±0.3 4.5±0.3 3.4±1.1 2.8±0.9 
V2 
 
91.7±4.
1 
92.4±4.2 - - 4.8±0.4 4.8±0.4 3.5±1.1 2.8±0.9 
S1 
 
81.6±5.
7 
82.7±5.7 - - 13.3±0.7
 a
13.3±0.
7 a 
5.1±1.1 4.0±0.9 
S2 
 
69.4±4.
5 
68.9±1.9 - - 24.8±0.8
 a
24.5 ±0
.7 a 
5.8±1.2 4.6±0.9 
a Due to large line widths of the central doublet in S1 and S2 samples it is also possible to 
interpret this fraction as ferrihydrite and/or ferrite NiFeBO4. 
b Repeat of C1 
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There were a few chimneys observed with some nickel-rich needles, but blocky particles still 
predominate in this stage. A study shows that the crud scrapes were mostly in the nickel-iron 
ferrite NixFe3-xO4 in a composition range of 0.6 < x < 0.8. It is remarkable with high nickel 
content compared to 0.3 < x < 0.6 found in low boiling duty PWRs. The nonexistence of 
Ni2FeBO5 in the crud samples from V and S cores is in good agreement with non-AOA fuel 
cycles in these cores shown in Table 5.1 (Sawicki, 2010). 
 
5.8.2 Post-AOA crud composition 
According to Sawicki, as shown in Figure 5.46 and Figure 5.47, AOA crud from 
Callaway Cycle 9 fuel samples is composed of the following compounds: 1) nick-iron oxyborate, 
or Bonaccordite(Ni2FeBO5) in the amount of about 50 wt%, 2) nickel ferrite, or Trevorite 
(NiFe2O4) in the amount of about 10 wt%, 3) nickel oxide, or NiO in the amount of about 10 
wt%, and 4) monoclinic zirconium oxide, or m-ZrO2 in the amount of about 30 wt%. Ni2FeBO5, 
Bonaccordite, is a mineral of the ludwigite group and crystallizes in slender long rods like 
needles. The diameter of NiFe2O4 particles ranges between 1 and 2 μm and exists in the 
proximity of Ni2FeBO5 particles with octahedral shape. NiO is found mostly on the coolant side 
of the crud flakes and forms clusters of tiny approximately 0.1 μm-sized, nearly spherical 
particulates. m-ZrO2 aggregates many oblate crystallites sized between 0.1 and 0.3 μm. It is 
clustered in the middle of flake depth of 20~50 % from the cladding and has proportioned 
between tetragonal and monoclinic phases, and it is mostly found between wick-boiling 
chimneys (Sawicki, 2008). 
Sawicki visualized and measured the depth of topographic characteristics including 
chimneys, voids, cavities, etc. in the crud. Numerous deep pores and cavities, the so-called 
“chimneys,” were observed in crud deposits. They showed that the knotted matrix of long  
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5.9 Corrosion at the Zircaloy cladding and electrochemistry 
Fig. 5.54 shows the several steps of the metal electrode during oxidation in relation to 
the current and electrochemical corrosion potential (ECP), which is a common electrochemical 
method for studying the oxidation of a metal electrode (Kinnunen, 2002). Defined below is each 
region of the electrochemical corrosion process of the Zircaloy cladding. 
 Active region—the oxidation is seen as an increase in current and potential.  
 Passivation—the current through the electrode starts to decrease by further increasing 
the potential at a given potential, the electrode surfaces become covered with the 
oxidation product, and an oxide film is formed.  
 Flade-potential—the current achieves its minimum value after passivation and stays low 
with increasing potential. 
 Passive region —the corrosion current through the electrode is usually considerably 
lower than in the active state.  
 Transpassive region—the oxidation current will finally start to increase again if the 
potential of a passive electrode is increased and the corrosion current increases rapidly in 
the transpassive region. 
 Secondary passivation—the surface of the electrode may either start to passivate again at 
very high potentials in the transpassive region. The existence of the secondary passive 
region is highly dependent on the solution environment, pH, and temperature and cannot 
be observed on all metals.  
 Oxygen evolution—the oxide film dissolves from the electrode surface and no new 
protective oxide film is formed. 
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maintain electron neutrality which means that all ionic species in the coolant are neutral. In the 
process, the electrochemical reactions usually are more extensive and complex than the primary 
oxidation-reduction half-reactions.  
On reactor fuel assemblies, the initial oxidation stage results in the formation of a thin 
protective black oxide film. It is nonstoichiometric, ZrO2-x, due to oxygen deficiency. Its 
thickness usually does not exceed 1μm. When the oxygen concentration in the film reaches 
stoichiometry, the solid Zr-in-ZrO2 solutions transform into white ZrO2, which does not possess 
protective properties. This white porous film grows on the top of the black film. This event is 
termed “transition” on the corrosion process. 
Post-transition growth obeys a linear law, and the oxidation rate is almost constant 
(Kritsky, 1999). Let us consider the corrosion of zirconium alloy, or Zircaloy for two different 
stages: pre-transition and post-transition.  
 
5.9.1 Pre-transpassive redox reactions 
We assume that the anode is at A and the cathode is at B. At anodic areas, an oxidation 
reaction releases ZrA2+ ions into the solution, leaves electrons behind in the metal, and produces a 
negative charge on the metal. The electrons travel in the external circuit from the anode to the 
cathode. Oxygen is in the solution surrounding the cathode, and the cathode reaction produces 
water. The reaction sequence is as follows: 
Anodic (oxidation) reaction, Zr → ZrA2+ + 2e–      (5.24) 
Cathodic (reduction) reaction, 4e– + 4HB+ + O2,aq → 2H2O   (5.25) 
Overall redox reaction, 2Zr + 4HB+ + O2,aq ↔ 2ZrA2+ + 2H2O   (5.26) 
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In the cathodic reaction, HB+ is consumed so that the pH rises and significant amounts of OH 
ions appear. These ions migrate through the electrolyte toward the anode, thus conducting a 
current through the solution.  
 
5.9.2 Post-transpassive redox reactions 
Under operating conditions, the post-transition stage is the most important because it 
influences the reliability of fuel element operation and crud-induced axial power shift. The post-
transition redox reactions are coupled with electrons, eα
–, the electron produced by the oxygen 
vacancy formation at the matrix metal/matrix oxide interface, and eβ
–, the electron consumed by 
the proton at the matrix oxide (ZrO2)/H2 gas interface (Choo et al., 1995). The zirconium atom, 
Zr, is at a regular Zircaloy metal site. According to the Choo model, the oxidation of the 
zirconium matrix phase of the Zircaloy at elevated temperatures in H2O steam can be divided 
into anodic and cathodic partial reactions as follows: 
Proton production: 2H2O(g) → O2– + 4Hab+ (ox)     (5.27) 
Anodic (oxidation) reaction: 2O (ox) + Zr → ZrO2 + 2Vo2+ (ox) + 4eα–   (5.28) 
Cathodic (reduction) reaction: 4Had+ (ox) + 4eβ–→ 4Had (ox)   (5.29) 
Absorbed hydrogen, Hab(ox), should diffuse through the oxide matrix and O(ox) represents an 
oxygen ion in the matrix oxide. Vo2+ (ox) stands for the positively charged oxygen vacancy and 
Had+ (ox) is the adsorbed hydrogen ion on the matrix oxide surface. The adsorbed hydrogen on 
the matrix oxide phase (ZrO2), Had(ox), may be either released as hydrogen gas molecules, H2(g), 
or retained as the adsorbed hydrogen on the matrix oxide phase (ZrO2), Had(ox).  Therefore, 
overall redox reactions can be described by either one of the following: 
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Zr + 2H2O (g) + 4eβ–↔ ZrO2 + 2H2 (g) + 4eα–      (5.30) 
Zr + 2H2O (g) + 4eβ–↔ ZrO2 + 4Hab(ox) + 4eα–     (5.31) 
This stage of corrosion is accompanied by oxide dissolution (Lelievre et al., 1998). When the 
oxygen concentration in the film reaches stoichiometry, the zirconium oxide does not have a 
passive property anymore and grows as a white porous layer on top of the black film from the 
pre-transition. In the process the acceleration of corrosion by an increased lithium concentration 
occurs only when subcooled boiling occurs on the cladding surface. (Lee et al., 2008). 
Two different groups of oxidizing films can be classified in the course of oxidation. First, 
porous discontinuous films have a low protectiveness and are thick, up to 1 mm. Second, 
passivating and continuous films, or barrier films, have a high resistivity, above 106 Ω cm with a 
maximum thickness of approximately 1μm. This film can prevent current flow and, thus, allows 
a high electric field in the film. Metal cations do not enter the solution, but rather oxidation 
occurs at the metal/oxide film interface through a solid state mechanism in the course of their 
formation. Both discontinuous and continuous film can cover the metal surface at the same time. 
In the process, the continuous film is the inner layer next to the base metal and the porous 
discontinuous film is the outer layer. In fact, crud material analysis shows thick band of 
zirconium oxide later in the middles of crud, which is discussed in detail in this chapter. 
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Nomenclature 
 
1. English Symbols 
 
C local solute concentration in the porous deposition 
Cb solute concentration in bulk 
Ci solute concentration of species i in bulk 
D effective diffusion coefficient of solute in the porous deposition, m2s-1 
H unit cell radius, m 
 
   k time step 
   jk   rate constant for the reaction between species s  and m  
"
0q  initial heat flux from fuel surface, Watts/cm
2 
Q heat flux applied on heated surface, Watts/cm2 
y
iR  rate changes of radiolysis species concentration from radiolysis yield, 3/mol cm s  
 
c
iR  rate changes of radiolysis species concentration from chemical reactions 
r radial coordinate 
rv chimney radius, m 
t time 
Δt time increment 
 
S source/sink term 
z axial coordinate 
 
 
2. Greek Symbols 
 
δ thickness of porous deposition, m 
ε porosity 
ϕ normalized solute concentration factor, C/ Cb 
  averaged concentration factor 
ϕH normalized solute concentration factor of H2 
 
η normalized radial coordinate, = r/Rc 
Δη radial mesh space between two neighboring points 
ζ normalized axial coordinate, = z/ δ 
Δζ  axial mesh space between two neighboring points 
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6. Conclusions and recommendations for future work  
  Much research has been undertaken on Axial Offset Anomaly (AOA), which is the 
unexpected downward shift in axial power distribution from predicted values.  Elemental hold-
up of boric acid in the porous crud layer on the fuel pin clad surfaces is believed to be the cause 
of AOA. To make it possible, the porous crud deposits are initiated and grown on the fuel surface. 
It is speculated that in the process the effects of water radiolysis in the primary coolant of PWRs 
may impact crud formation and behavior. This was examined in this study. Conclusions and 
recommendations for future work are presented in the chapter below. 
 
6.1 Conclusions  
In this study, the 3-D cylindrical transient diffusion model has been developed to 
simulate solute transport of radiolysis products in the porous crud layer. It explains the behavior 
of the porous crud growth on the PWR fuel surface. This model employs a system of coupled 
mass transport and chemical interaction relations as the source term, which reveals the problem 
to be non-linear. The Monte Carlo technique is adopted to simulate the phenomenon. From this 
study, we can conclude several points: 
1. Higher concentration near the heating surface and lower concentration near the crud outer 
surface are produced in the unit cell for radiolysis species of H2, O2, and H2O2, when the 
exponential chimney wall BC and the equilibrium state condition are taken into account for 
concentration distribution.  
2. Considering the chemical recombination of radiolysis species as a source term, the 
concentration profiles in the axial position suggest that offsets of concentration level with 
and without the source term are minimal. However, the concentration level is higher with 
source term from the chemical recombination of radiolysis species. 
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3. The 3-D diffusion model with the BC of the averaged constant at the chimney wall predicts a 
maximum and thinner concentration layer, which is located at the chimney wall. However, 
the concentration at the cell boundary is much lower and wider than that at the chimney wall. 
4. At the equilibrium state, the concentration profiles of the radiolysis species H2, O2, and H2O2 
show higher concentrations near the heating surface and lower concentrations near the crud 
outer surface.  Their presence and level is often directly related to corrosion issues.  The 
interaction of radiation (such as -rays, -particles, and fast neutrons) with water forms 
molecular (H2, O2, and H2O2) and radical (H, OH, eaq-, HO2) species, which aggressively 
participate in general cladding corrosion and crud formation within the primary coolant 
system. 
5. Higher concentration starts from the intersection of the heating surface with the chimney wall 
in the beginning and it reaches the equilibrium state gradually as time increases. At the 
equilibrium state, higher concentration occurs near the heating surface, lower concentration 
near the crud outer surface.  
6. The concentration level is an exponential function in the axial direction with different 
porosities for z < 50 μm. The concentration level in the lower porosity region is much high 
than that in the higher porosity region, which agrees with Pan’s model. 
7. The solute transports of molecular hydrogen, oxygen, and hydrogen peroxide are the most 
stable radiolysis products that directly affect: (1) oxidation-reduction reactions at an interface 
of crud/cladding, and (2) formation of nickel ferrite within the crud deposit.  
8. When crud deposit initiates due to subcooled boiling with colloidal particles from trace 
impurities, the thin crud contains predominately nickel ferrites (NiFe2O4), with nickel 
sometimes found as pure nickel metal. This event can be explained as reverse osmosis. The 
pre-AOA crud, up to 40 μm thick, includes ZrO2, which is found throughout the crud 
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thickness. 
9. The material composition of post-AOA crud is strongly related with the concentration 
distribution of the oxidizing species. There are three dense regions in the crud deposit: (1) the 
Ni2FeBO5-rich region near the surface of the cladding; (2) the m-ZrO2-rich region in the 
middle of the flake; and (3) the dense aggregates of nickel oxide particles at the coolant side 
or at the outer-edge region. 
10. The concentration distribution of H3BO3 with 100 μm thick porous crud layer shows the 
exponential increase of H3BO3, which may lead to a precipitated deposit toward the bottom 
of the porous crud layer. It can potentially explain the Ni2FeBO5-rich region near the surface 
of the cladding. 
11. An increased concentration of H3BO3 in the crud base, which results from the primary 
coolant to control excess reactivity at the beginning of a fuel cycle, leads to a higher  
10B(n,α )7Li reaction rate. This has a negative impact on the mechanisms of water 
recombination in the presence of hydrogen and thus causes an increase of water 
decomposition by radiolysis during the beginning of the fuel cycle. 
12. Due to higher concentration of O2 and H2O2 close to the heating surface up to 40 μm from 
the fuel surface, H2 suppression is limited to these oxidizing species in the thick crud. This 
region can provide highly oxidizing environment to promote metal oxide formation and 
cladding surface corrosion. 
 
6.2 Recommendations for future work 
Although the current study has examined several fundamental parameters and conditions 
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corrosion cell and a macro-corrosion cell under different operating conditions like startup, 
normal operation, and shutdown.  
First, a schematic shown in Fig. 6.2 proposes an idealized corrosion product deposit on a 
corroding surface in the micro-corrosion cell; l is the pore length, eA is the fracture of the surface 
exposed to the corrosion environment; and (l - eA) is the fraction of the surface blocked by 
corrosion product deposit. In a technical approach, the Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 
(EIS) method can be utilized in characterizing electrode corrosion behavior. To characterize the 
electrode, there are three essential factors to be determined: the polarization resistance, corrosion 
rate, and electrochemical mechanisms (Perez, 2004). The effectiveness of this technique allows 
for analysis of the alternating current (AC) impedance data, and an electrical circuit uses the AC 
impedance data to model a corrosion process. From EIS measurements and equivalent circuits, 
the schematic can be used to fit the corrosion deposit with the partial pore blockage by a 
hydrated deposit as shown in Fig. 6.2.  The hydrated deposit can play the role of a capacitor in 
the circuit, and EIS response can vary depending upon pH, metal cation complexants, and a 
number of anions. Modeling and experimental studies in EIS should elucidate crud initiation and 
its growth process in the mircro-corrosion cell. 
Second, the macro-scale corrosion cell should be investigated in the primary coolant 
system. In Fig. 6.3, a schematic description shows the metal alloy composition in a primary 
water coolant system of a PWR.  The predicted Electrochemical Corrosion Potential (ECP) is 
shown throughout the primary loop of a PWR under normal operation, while the O2 
concentration injected into the feedwater was varied in Fig. 6.4 (Urquidi-Macdonald et al., 
2007). It is notable that higher O2 concentration predicts higher ECP. When the ECP difference 
is induced, metallic ions can be stripped off into the primary water from the metallic surface, 
resulting in anodic reactions. It can also contribute to the porous deposits on the fuel pin. In the 
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Appendix A.  The Transient Random Walk Monte Carlo Simulation Routine 
 
! diffusion_equation.for 
 program diffusion_solver_source_exp_cw_h2_31x121 
! 3-D Diffusion Equation Solver, with profile generation 
! Diffusion Equation in two Dimensions, Cylindrical Coordinates 
!  dc/dt = (1/r)d/dr(rdc/dr) + d2c/dz2 + S 
! Solution by Monte Carlo random walk on a 3-D cylindrical coordinate 
! with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions along the boundaries 
! and initial condition within the boundary 
! To find out Distribution of radiolysis products such as H2 
! M. Ragheb, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
! Random walk with equal step sizes 
! Modified by Hyun-Jong Joe, UIUC 
 
 dimension score(31,121),conc(31,121),tru_conc(31,121) 
 dimension p1(31),p3(31),etai(30), p12(31), p123(31) 
 dimension initial_condition(31,121) 
 real(8) elapsed_time 
 real p1,p2,p3, p4, p12,p123, etai, etaaxis(31), zetaaxis(121) 
 real delr, delz,delt,diff_co, Cb, Cw(121) 
 real deleta, delzeta, eta, zeta 
 real rv,h,delta,source,src,del_src 
 real phi_b,phi_w(121),b1(121) 
! real p1_num,p2_num,p3_num,p4_num,p5_num 
 character*1 tab 
 elapsed_time=timef() 
 tab=char(9) 
 
******************************** Open Files for Output 
************************************ 
! Store output matrix for visualization using Excel 
! open (unit=10, file='conc_profile.xls', status='unknown') 
! Store output matrix for visualization using the Array visualizer 
! open (unit=10, file='concentration_profile.map', status='unknown') 
! Store output matrix for visualization using TecPlot(radial) 
 open (unit=12, file='cp_rw100_ts14000.dat', 
     &  status='unknown') 
! Store output matrix for visualization using TecPlot(Conc vs axial) 
 open (unit=15, file='cpax_rw100_ts14000.dat', 
     &  status='unknown') 
! Store output matrix for visualization using TecPlot(Conc vs Radial) 
 open (unit=16, file='cprd_rw100_ts14000.dat', 
     &  status='unknown') 
! Various intermediate data  
 open (unit=14, file='proce_rw100_ts14000.dat', status='unknown') 
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****************************** DATA 
************************************************** 
! diffusion coefficient of H2 in cm**2/sec 
! data diff_co/0.00116/ 
 data diff_co/2.9685E-6/ 
! m1 = number of mesh points in r-direction 
 data m1/31/ 
! n1 = number of mesh points in z-direction 
 data n1/121/ 
!     rv and h value of r-axis in cm at 6000 chimney/mm^2 
      data rv/2.5E-4/ 
      data h/12.9E-4/ 
! delta r in cm 
 delr=(h-rv)/(m1-1) 
! delta eta (r-axis,nondimensional term) 
 deleta=delr/rv  
 
!     delta value in cm 
      data delta/1.0E-2/ 
! delta z in cm 
 delz=delta/(n1-1) 
!     delta zeta (z-axis,nondimensional term) 
      delzeta=delz/delta 
 
! time length between k t and k+1 time step in sec 
 delt=((rv**2)*(deleta**2)*(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))/(2*diff_co* 
     &((deleta**2)*(rv**2)+(delzeta**2)*(delta**2))) 
 
! Bulk concentration in (ml H2)/(kgH2O) 
 data Cb/25.0/ 
!     Bulk concentration in nondimensional term  
 phi_b=Cb/Cb 
! Concentration on the chimney wall in mlH2/KgH2O 
      data phi_w/316.8,302.0,287.8, 
     &274.4,261.5,249.2,237.6,226.4,215.8,205.7,196.1,186.9,178.1,169.8, 
     &161.8,154.3,147.0,140.1,133.6,127.3,121.3,115.7,110.2,105.1, 
     &100.2,95.5,91.0,86.7,82.7,78.8,75.1,71.6,68.2,65.0,62.0,59.1, 
     &56.3,53.7,51.2,48.8,46.5,44.3,42.2,40.2,38.4,36.6,34.8,33.2,31.7, 
     &30.2,28.8,27.4,26.1,24.9,23.7,22.6,21.6,20.6,19.6,18.7,17.8,17.0, 
     &16.2,15.4,14.7,14.0,13.3,12.7,12.1,11.6,11.0,10.5,10.0,9.5,9.1, 
     &8.7,8.3,7.9,7.5,7.2,6.8,6.5,6.2,5.9,5.6,5.4,5.1,4.9,4.6,4.4,4.2, 
     &4.0,3.8,3.7,3.5,3.3,3.2,3.0,2.9,2.7,2.6,2.5,2.4,2.3,2.2,2.1, 
     &2.0,1.9,1.8,1.7,1.6,1.5,1.5,1.4,1.3,1.3,1.2,1.2,1.1,1.0,1.0/ 
      write(14,*),'n,phi_w(n),b1(n)' 
      do n=1,n1 
!     Concentration on the chminey wall in nondimensional term 
!      phi_w(n)=Cw(n)/Cb 
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!      phi_w=54.8 
!      b1(n)=phi_w(n) 
      b1=phi_w 
!      write(14,*),n,phi_w(n),b1(n) 
      end do 
! number of random walk 
 data nsamp/100/ 
! Allowed number of time steps 
 data ktotal/14000/ 
! Source term in mlH2/KgH2O 
 data source /2.20/ 
 src=source/Cb 
!     Incremental contribution from internal source 
      del_src=(src*((rv**2)*(deleta**2)*(delta**2)*(delzeta**2)))/ 
     &(2*diff_co*((rv**2)*(deleta**2)+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
     
      write(14,*),'delr', delr 
      write(14,*),'deleta', deleta 
      write(14,*),'delz', delz 
      write(14,*),'delzeta', delzeta 
 write(14,*),'diff_co', diff_co 
 write(14,*),'phi_b', phi_b 
!      write(14,*),'phi_w', phi_w   
      write(14,*),'del_src',del_src 
 write(14,*),'delt', delt 
 write(14,*),'ktotal', ktotal 
 write(14,*),'nsamp', nsamp 
 write(14,*),'src', src 
 
 
************************ Boundary and Initial Conditions 
********************************** 
! Boundary conditions on the rectangle 
! left b1=t(0,y), bottom b2=t(x,0), right b3=t(m1,y), upper b4=t(x,n1) 
! b1(n)=phi_w(n) 
! t2=0. 
! Reflecting boundary condition at bottom boundary, dt/dy=0 
! t3=0. 
 b4=phi_b 
! Reflecting boundary condition at upper boundary, dt/dy=0 
! Initial conditions within boundary 
 do i=2,m1-1,1 
  do j=2,n1-1,1 
   initial_condition(i,j)=0.0 
  end do 
 end do 
 xsamp=nsamp 
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******************************************************************************
*************** 
 
! pause 
  
 do 30 n=2,n1-1,1 
 do 30 m=2,m1-1,1 
! History counter 
      ncount=0.0 
! Score counter 
 score(m,n)=0.0 
      do 77 ncount=1,nsamp 
!     Start random walk here 
! Initialize counters 
99 i=m 
 j=n 
! Move particle ktotal steps 
 do 66 kk=1,ktotal 
 
! step probabilities in r+:p1, z+:p2, r-:p3, z-:p4 directions  
      
!   ri(m)=delr*(i-1)    ! ri=r-direction location 
!           etai=nondimensional r-direction location 
            etai(m)=deleta*(i-1) 
   p1(m)=((2*etai(m)+deleta)*(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))/ 
     &(4*etai(m)*((rv**2)*(deleta**2)+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
   p2=(rv**2)*(deleta**2)/(2*((rv**2)*(deleta**2) 
     &+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
   p3(m)=((2*etai(m)-deleta)*(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))/ 
     &(4*etai(m)*((rv**2)*(deleta**2)+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
   p4=(rv**2)*(deleta**2)/(2*((rv**2)*(deleta**2) 
     &+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
        
 
! Construct cumulative distribution function for random walk 
   p12(m)=p1(m)+p2 
   p123(m)=p1(m)+p2+p3(m) 
 
!     write(14,*),'i,etai, p1,p2,p3,p4',i,etai, p1,p2,p3,p4  
!     write(14,*),'p1,p12,p123,p1234',p1,p12,p123,p1234  
! print*, i,ri, p1,p2,p3,p4 
! print*, p1,p12,p123,p1234 
! pause  
 
!     Score counter 
!      score(m,n)=del_src 
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999 call random(r) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Sample cumulative distribution function for random walk    ! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Move one step to the right 
  if (r.le.p1(m)) then  
  i=i+1 
  score(m,n)=score(m,n)+del_src 
   goto 11 
! Move one step up 
   else if (r.le.p12(m)) then  
   j=j+1 
  score(m,n)=score(m,n)+del_src 
   goto 11 
! Move one step left 
   else if (r.le.p123(m)) then  
   i=i-1 
       score(m,n)=score(m,n)+del_src   
   goto 11 
   else  
! Move one step down 
   j=j-1 
   score(m,n)=score(m,n)+del_src 
   goto 11 
   end if 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Check for random walk reaching boundary      ! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Check whether lower boundary is reached 
11 if (j.eq.1) then  
! score(m,n) = score(m,n) + t2 
! goto 88 
! reflecting boundary condition, go one step up 
  j=j+1 
  goto 999 
! Check whether right boundary is reached 
 else if (i.eq.m1) then  
!  score(m,n) = score(m,n) + t3 
!  goto 88 
  i=i-1 
  goto 999 
! Check whether upper boundary is reached 
 else if (j.eq.n1) then  
 b4=phi_b 
 score(m,n) = score(m,n) + b4 
 goto 88 
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! reflecting boundary condition, go one step down 
!  j=j-1 
!  goto 999 
! Check whether left boundary is reached 
 else if (i.eq.1)  then  
!  i=i+1 
!  goto 999 
      b1(n)=phi_w(n) 
 score(m,n) = score(m,n) + b1(n) 
  goto 88 
 else 
 go to 66 
 end if 
88 conc(m,n)=score(m,n)/xsamp 
  
 go to 77 
66    continue 
      score(m,n)=score(m,n)+initial_condition(i,j) 
      conc(m,n)=score(m,n)/xsamp 
 
77    continue 
! Calculate solution at points of interest 
! Print results 
  
30 continue 
 write(14,*),'number of random walks=',nsamp 
! Boundary values 
 do 40 i=1,m1 
  do 40 j=1,n1 
!  bottom boundary 
!  conc(i,1)=0.0 
!  reflecting boundary condition 
  conc(i,1)= conc(i,2) 
!  top boundary 
  conc(i,121)=phi_b 
!  reflecting boundary condition, upper boundary 
!  conc(i,31)=conc(i,30) 
!  left boundary 
  conc(1,j)=phi_w(j) 
!  conc(1,j)=conc(2,j) 
!  right boundary 
  conc(31,j)=conc(30,j) 
 
40 continue 
 print *, 'The number of time step', (ktotal) 
 
! TecPlot output of Concentration (radial position first) 
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 write(12,*),'VARIABLES = "Radial Position", 
     &"Axial Position,10^-6 m","Concentration"' 
      write(12,*),'ZONE I=31, J=121','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
 do n=1,n1 
  do m=1, m1 
   zetaaxis(n)=(n-1)*delz*10000 
   etaaxis(m)=2.5+(m-1)*delr*10000 
   tru_conc(m,n)=cb*conc(m,n) 
   write(12,*) etaaxis(m), zetaaxis(n), tru_conc(m,n) 
   end do 
 end do 
  
! TecPlot output of Concentration vs Axial position 
 write(15,*),'VARIABLES = "Radial Position,10^-6 m", 
     &"z=0","z=20","z=40","z=60","z=80","z=100"' 
      write(15,*),'ZONE I=31,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
 do n=1,n1,24 
   do m=1, m1 
   zetaaxis(n)=(n-1)*delz*10000 
   etaaxis(m)=2.5+(m-1)*delr*10000 
   tru_conc(m,n)=cb*conc(m,n) 
   write(15,*) etaaxis(m),tru_conc(m,1),tru_conc(m,25),tru_conc(m,49), 
     &tru_conc(m,73),tru_conc(m,97),tru_conc(m,121) 
  end do 
 end do 
! TecPlot output of Concentration vs Axial position 
 write(16,*),'VARIABLES = "Axial Position","r=2.50","r=5.27", 
     &"r=8.05","r=10.82","r=12.90"' 
      write(16,*),'ZONE I=121,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
 do m=1, m1,8 
   do n=1,121,1 
   zetaaxis(n)=(n-1)*delz*10000 
   etaaxis(m)=2.5+(m-1)*delr*10000 
   tru_conc(m,n)=cb*conc(m,n) 
   write(16,*) zetaaxis(n),tru_conc(1,n),tru_conc(9,n),tru_conc(17,n), 
     &tru_conc(25,n),tru_conc(31,n) 
  end do 
 end do 
! Boundary pdf 
!  p1(1)=1-2*p2 
!  p1(31)=0.0 
!  p3(1)=0.0 
!  p3(31)=1-2*p2 
! TecPlot output for pdf 
!      write(13,*),'VARIABLES = "r","pdf1","pdf3"' 
!      write(13,*),'ZONE T="Floor",','I=31,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
! do m=1, m1 
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!   etaaxis(m)=1+(m-1)*deleta 
!   write(13,*) etaaxis(m),p1(m),p3(m) 
! end do 
  
! write(13,*),'VARIABLES = "z","pdf2","pdf4"' 
! write(13,*),'ZONE T="Floor",','J=121,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
! do n=1, n1  
!   zetaaxis(n)=(n-1)*delzeta 
!   write(13,*), zetaaxis(n),p2,p4 
! end do 
!301 format(1x, 3i, 1x, 3i, f14.8) 
 
!     write(14,*),'i,etai, p1,p2,p3,p4',i,etai, p1,p2,p3,p4  
!      write(14,*), p1,p2,p3,p4  
!      write(14,*),p1,p12,p123,p1234  
!     write(14,*),'p1,p12,p123,p1234',p1,p12,p123,p1234  
 
! Array Visualizer Output 
! do 20 n=1,31 
! write(10,300) (conc(m,n),tab, m=1,31) 
! write(*,*) (conc(m,n),tab, m=1,31) 
20 continue 
300 format(31(e14.8,a1)) 
 elapsed_time=timef() 
 write(14,*),'Elapsed time', elapsed_time 
 stop 
 end 
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Appendix B. Basic Calculations 
B.1  Diffusion coefficients for radiolysis products: 
Diffusion coefficient at 300 ºC, 300D , calculation is presented here for various radiolysis 
species which affect oxidation and reduction mechanism. Use the following equation to find 
300D  








20
300
20
300
20300 T
TDD 
  
where 20D is the diffusion coefficient at 20 ºC, 20  and 300  are viscosity of solvent (water) at 
20 ºC and 300 ºC, respectively, and 20T and 300T  are absolute temperature at 20 ºC and 300 ºC, 
respectively.  
B.1.1  D300 for H2 
From the data given by Texas Ken through the personal communication, H2 is calculated below 
as follows: 
   










 

K
K
m
mcmD
293
573
sec10000.1
sec10127.0
sec
410.0 26
262
300  
 sec102.0 2300 cmD   for H2 
However, Perry from Chemical Engineering Handbook (1950) gives: 
   










 


K
K
m
mcmD
293
573
sec10000.1
sec10127.0
sec
1013.5 26
262
5
300  
 sec10274.1 25300 cmD   for H2 
Also, Christensen proposed 300D  as follows: 
   










 


K
K
m
mcmD
293
573
sec10000.1
sec10127.0
sec
1000.6 26
262
5
300  
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 sec10490.1 25300 cmD   for H2 
 
B.1.2  D300 for O2 
From the data given by Texas Ken through the personal communication, O2 is calculated below 
as follows: 
   










 

K
K
m
mcmD
293
573
sec10000.1
sec10127.0
sec
206.0 26
262
300  
 sec0512.0 2300 cmD   for O2 
However, Perry from Chemical Engineering Handbook(1950) gives: 
   










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

K
K
m
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5
300  
 sec10447.0 25300 cmD   for O2 
Also, Christensen proposed 300D  as follows: 
   










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

K
K
m
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5
300  
 sec10621.0 25300 cmD   for O2 
 
B.1.3  D300 for H2O2 
Christensen proposed 300D  as follows: 
   






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B.1.4  D300 for H3BO3 
The method using a regression analysis was developed to analyze experimental data by Park and 
Lee. The regression model gives the following equation for the differential diffusion coefficient 
of aqueous boric acid in pH 7.0 over the concentration range at 25 ºC. 
  22525 74155.0072404.1412311.1sec10 CCcmD   
where  3330.20 dmBOHmolC  . Bulk concentration of boric acid in PWR is 1,500 ppm at 
PWR operating condition, which is equivalent to  333810333.8 dmBOHmol  at 25 ºC as 
shown below: 
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From the regression analysis above one can obtain 25D  for H3BO3: 
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Now, 300D  can be calculated as follows while 25  is approximately equal to 20  : 
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Christensen’s work has been prospered in water radiolysis field, so that one can adapt his data 
without any doubt. In summary, diffusion coefficient for radiolysis product is shown in Table 2.1. 
Table B.1 Diffusion coefficients at 20 ºC, D20, and 300 ºC, D300in [cm2/sec]. 
Radiolysis products Molecular weight 
20D  300D  
H2 2.0 510000.6  ‡ 510490.1   
O2 32.0 510500.2  ‡ 510621.0   
H2O2 34.0 510900.1  ‡ 510472.0   
H3BO3 61.8 510412.1  † 510345.0   
†  Value is 20D for H3BO3 is given by Park and Lee. 
‡ 25D data are given by Christensen. 
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Appendix C. Competition between Diffusion and Convection  
This part of Appendix is developed in the author’s previous work and added for further 
information of the topic (Joe, 2002). 
C.1  Molecular Diffusion in Crud Deposits 
C.1.1  Governing Equation and Boundary Conditions  
Based on Fig. C.1, the governing equation and boundary conditions H2 and O2 
concentration distributions via molecular diffusion are, 
0)(1 2
2
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To make the problem easier, we set the governing equation and the boundary conditions as 
follows, 
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  1,),(   HH         (C.7) 
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C.1.2  Solutions  
A solution to this modified Bessel equation, using separations of variables technique, is 
accomplished by introducing;  
     ),(H              (C.12) 
Plugging Eq.(C.12) into Eq.(C.6), and we obtain, 
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Now we solve for    by introducing 2 , the separation constant,  
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where 1A  and 2A  are arbitrary. 
Applying a boundary condition, Eq. (C.8), to Eq. (C.14), we obtain, 
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Solving for   , we set, 
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Applying boundary condition, Eq. (C.9), to Eq. (C.16), we obtain, 
02 C           (C.17) 
)cos()( 1  ArC         (C.18) 
Also, applying another boundary condition, Eq. (C.10), to Eq. (C.18), we obtain, 
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which yields the set of eigenvalues for n  given by,  
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Finally, we obtain, 
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where Dn are constants to be determined applying the remaining a boundary condition, 
Eq. (C.11), to Eq. (C.20), to obtain, 
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Using orthorgonality to resolve nD  both sides of Eq. (C.21) are multiplied by )cos( Ar
n  
integrated over the range 10   , which is 1
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Note: the derivatives of the first and second kind of the modified Bessel functions 0I , 0K  are: 
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Thus, the final equation of ),( H is, 
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We determine the concentration distribution of H2, ),(2 HC , as follows in Eq. (C.28), 
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C.1.3.  Concentration Distribution of Radiolysis Products in Porous Cell  
This molecular diffusion distribution is governed by Eq. (C.28) for the typical boundary 
conditions: the critical hydrogen concentration on the chimney wall (CHC) = 0.3 ml H2/kg H2O 
and the concentration in bulk, bC , = 25 ~ 50 ml H2/kg H2O with 6000 chimneys per mm2 with 
the chimney of thickness 100 m (Burrell, 2001).  According to the report in U.S. PWRs, the 
dissolved hydrogen (DH) concentrations range between 25 and 35 ml H2/kgH2O (Dinov and 
Kasahara, 1996).  Based on the model, in addition, volume flow rates in the chimney are 
calculated for H2 and H2O. It shows that the volume flow rate of H2O, which is 11.16 cm3/sec, is 
dominant over its H2, which is 0.8597 cm3/sec.  Calculation, therefore, in this problem has been 
carried with 25 ml H2/kg H2O for bC  and 0.3 ml H2/kg H2O for CHC with 6000 chimneys per 
mm2 with the chimney of thickness 100 m. 
Applying the above model to the relative transport of species, the concentration 
distribution of H2 shows that most of H2 exists in the upper portion, ~ upper 10% (see Fig. C.2), 
of the porous region with rapid decrease of H2 concentration with depth from the crud-bulk 
coolant interface.  The thicker the porous crud layer of the cell, the more H2 resides in the top of 
the porous region.   
With the same methodology as for the H2 calculation, we determine the concentration 
distribution of O2, ),(2 OC , as follows in Eq. (C.29), 
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The typical conditions for the case are the following: the critical oxygen concentration in 
the chimney wall (COC) = 14.00 ml O2/kg H2O, the bulk concentration ( bC ) = 0.14 ml O2/kg 
H2O, and 6000 chimneys per mm2 with chimney thickness 100 m (Burrell, 2001).  These data 
obtained by the normal water chemistry of LWR operation conditions.  Importantly, the oxygen 
concentration in the bulk is suppressed and close to zero, but on the chimney wall it is about 100 
times greater.  From Fig. C.3, the concentration distribution of O2 by molecular diffusion shows 
the opposite behavior of H2, as this is most of the O2 exists in the lower portion, ~ lower 90%, of 
the porous region with rapid increase of concentration with depth from the crud-bulk coolant 
interface (Joe and Jones, 2002) . 
 
C.1.4 Molecular Diffusion Rates of Radiolysis Products in Porous Cell 
C.1.4.1  Molecular diffusion rate across chimney 
First, molecular diffusion rates across chimney in dimensionless spaces have been 
calculated analytically as follows with diffusion coefficient, D ,  
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Plugging Eq.(C.31) & Eq.(C.32) into Eq.(C.30) and integrating over 10    to find m , 
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Eq.(C.34) reduces to, 
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C.1.4.2 Molecular diffusion rates across the top of the cell 
As a check, a second evaluation of molecular diffusion rates across the top of the cell, 
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which is an coolant-crud interface, in dimensionless spaces are evaluated from, 
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Plugging Eq. (C.37) and Eq. (C.38) into Eq. (C.36) and integrating over  10    to yield  m , 
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where, 
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This check confirms equivalent mass flow rates by two mathematical formulations. Thus, 
the molecular diffusion rate per unit cell area, m, is shown in Eq. (C.43), 
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 where, 22 vrHS    
Fig. C.4 and Fig. C.5 show molecular flow rates of H2 and O2 evaluated using Eq. (C.43).  
Increasing the number of chimneys per unit area and the thickness of the porous crud layer 
increases molecular diffusion rates.   
 
C.1.5 Molecular diffusion rate calculation routine  
       program H2 
       use IMSL  
        
!C      Find Mass Transfer rate, m, for H2 
!C      dc: diffusivity (cm)**2/sec 
!C      cb: Concentration in bulk (ml H2/kg)        
!C      chc: Critical Hydrogen Concentration (ml H2/kg) 
!C      rv: chimney radius, micron(um) 
!C      h: (when N=6000) 
!C      rho: Density of H2O (kg/m**3) 
!C      m: diffusive mass transfer rate [10**(-10) x(ml H2/sec) 
 
       integer del, n 
       real cb, dc, h, rv, lamda, num, den, sum, sumn, mass, rho, cl 
        
       dc=0.00116 
       cb=50 
       chc=0.3 
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       rv=2.5 
       del=100 
       h=2.91 
       sum=0.0 
       lamda=0.0 
       rho=712.0  
 
       do 10 n=1, 159 
       lamba=(2*n+1)*3.14*rv/(2*del) 
       num=bsi1(lamda)-(bsi1(lamda*h))*(bsk1(lamda))/bsk1(lamda*h) 
       den=bsi0(lamda)+(bsi1(lamda*h))*(bsk0(lamda))/bsk1(lamda*h) 
       sumn=(-1.0/(2.0*n+1.0))*num/den 
       sum=sum+sumn 
10     continue 
 
       c1=-dc*(chc-cb)*8*del*rho 
       mass=c1*sum 
 
       write(*,100) 
       write(*,*) "The Sum is", sum 
       format(1x,52f20.5) 
       end 
 
C.2  Mass Convection in Crud Deposits 
The interaction of molecular diffusion and mass convection on the concentration 
distribution of radiolysis products within the crud layer is formulated. The conservation 
equations and boundary conditions are summarized in Jones and Pan’s model show an example 
of temperature and pressure distributions in the porous medium surrounding the chimney (Pan 
and Jones, 1986). The concentration gradients cause diffusion of solutes away from the coolant-
crud interface to chimney wall and heating surface. The evaporation at the chimney wall, on the 
other hand, induces the capillary-driven flow in the porous medium. The solute transport of 
radiolysis products such as H2, O2, and H2O2, due to mass convection is negligible. In this 
process, it is shown that molecular diffusion dominates mass convection in the porous crud layer. 
In this study, mass convection of radiolysis products of molecular hydrogen (H2) and 
oxygen (O2) are investigated.  Steeper temperature gradients occur near the heating surface and 
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the cell boundary, which results from the latent energy transport at the chimney wall due to 
evaporation energy supplied by conduction in the radial direction (Pan and Jones, 1986).   
First of all, mass convection rates of H2O in g/sec, m , can be calculated analytically as 
follows with enthalpy, fgH , for heat conduction and convection from fuel surface in a unit of 
kJ/kg and initial heat flux, "0q , from fuel surface in a unit of Watts/cm2 
"
0qHm fg         (C.44) 
fgH
qm
"
0  
Thus, the mass convection rate of H2 per unit cell area, m, in a unit of g/cm2 ּ◌sec with 
solute concentration in bulk coolant in ml H2 /kg H2O, bC , 
mCm b         (C.45) 
According to the Eq. (C.45), the mass convection rates of H2 are shown in Fig. C.6 and Fig. 
C.7. They also are increased with increasing heat flux and bulk concentration of H2.  However, 
the mass convection rate of H2 compared to molecular diffusion rate of H2 is not significant.  
The mass flow rate in porous region due to coolant convection (flow) is in the range of ~10–8 to 
10–9 g H2/cm2*sec, compared to 1 or 0.1 g H2/cm2*sec for molecular diffusion illustrated from 
Fig. C.4 and Fig. C.5. Therefore, it can be concluded that molecular diffusion dominates solute 
transport in the porous crud layer under PWR operating conditions (Joe and Jones, 2002). 
The interaction of molecular diffusion and mass convection on the concentration 
distribution of radiolysis products within the crud layer is formulated. In this process, it is shown 
that molecular diffusion dominates mass convection in the porous crud layer. The diffusion 
concentration distribution of H2 shows that most of the H2 exists in the upper portion, ~ upper 
10%, of the porous region with a rapid decrease of H2 concentration with depth from the crud-
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bulk coolant interface.  The concentration of O2 behaves in a reverse way (Joe and Jones, 
2002).  The thicker the porous layer of crud surrounding the chimney of the cell, varying from 
about 25 to 100 m, the higher the concentration of H2 in the upper part of the porous region for 
typical operating conditions.   
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Figure C.4 Molecular diffusion Rate of O2 (g O2/cm2*sec) with COC = 14 ml O2/kg H2O. 
 
 
 
 
 Figure C.5 Molecular diffusion Rate of H2 (g H2/cm2*sec) with CHC = 25 ml H2/kg H2O. 
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  Figure C.6 Effects of heat flux for mass convection rate of H2 (g H2/cm2*sec).  
 
 
Figure C.7 Effects of the solute concentration for mass convection rate of H2 (g H2/cm2*sec). 
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Appendix D. The Benchmark procedures  
D.1 The analytical solution routine 
 
 
       program Analytical_Solution_H2 
  use IMSL 
 
!     Analytical solution benchmarking routine 
!     HyunJong Joe, NPRE, UIUC, 2011 
 
 dimension score(41,101),conc(41,101) 
 dimension sum1(41,101),sumn1(41,101),num1(101),num2(41),ri(41),zj(101) 
 real(8) elapsed_time 
 real delr,delz,Cb,Cw,den,ar 
 real rv,ro,h,delta 
 integer i,j,n1,m1,n 
 character*1 tab 
 elapsed_time=timef() 
 tab=char(9) 
 
****************************** DATA 
************************************************** 
! diffusion coefficient of H2 in cm**2/sec 
 data diff_co/0.00116/ 
! m1 = number of mesh points in r-direction 
 data m1/41/ 
! n1 = number of mesh points in z-direction 
 data n1/101/ 
!     rv and h value of r-axis in cm 
      data rv/2.5E-4/ 
      data ro/7.275E-4/ 
! delta r in cm 
 delr=(ro-rv)/(m1-1) 
 h=(ro-rv)/rv 
!     thickness - delta value in cm 
      data delta/1.0E-2/ 
! delta z in cm 
 delz=delta/(n1-1) 
!     Aspect ratio 
      ar=rv/delta 
! Bulk concentration in (ml H2)/(kgH2O) 
 data Cb/25.0/ 
! Concentration on the chimney wall in (ml H2)/(kgH2O) 
 data Cw/3.0e-1/ 
!     Number of iteration for lamda      
      data n/500/ 
***********************************************************  
       
 
****** DATA INPUT/OUTPUT & PRINT*************************** 
! Store output matrix for visualization using TecPlot 
 open (unit=12, file='conc_H2.dat',status='unknown') 
*********************************************************** 
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        sum1(i,j)=0.0 
  do 20 i = 1,m1 
  do 30 j = 1,n1   
      do 15 k=0,n,1 
        ri(i)=delr*(i-1) 
        zj(j)=delz*(j-1) 
      lamda=((2.0*k+1.0)*3.14*rv)/(2.0*delta)   
     num1(i)= 
dble(bsi0(lamda*ri(i))+(bsi1(lamda*h)*bsk0(lamda*ri(i)) 
     *    /bsk1(lamda*h)) 
              num2(j)=dble(cos((lamda*rj(j))/ar))          
     den= 
dble(bsi0(lamda)+(bsi1(lamda*h)*bsk0(lamda)/bsk1(lamda*h))  
     sumn1(i,j)= ((-
1.0)**(k+1.0))/(2.0*k+1.0))*(num1(i)*num2(j)/den) 
     sum1(i,j)=sum1(i,j)+sumn1(i,j) 
15      continue 
     conc(i,j)=Cw+(Cb-Cw)*((4/3.14)*sum1(i,j)+1) 
30  continue    
20  continue      
 
! TecPlot output of Concentration 
 write(12,*),'VARIABLES = "r-Radial Direction","z-Axial Direction", 
     &"Concentration"' 
      write(12,*),'ZONE I=41, J=101,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
 do j=1, n1 
 do i=1, m1 
   write(12,*) ri(i), zj(j), conc(i,j) 
  end do 
 end do 
  
 end 
 
D.2 The MC simulation routine  
 
! diffusion_equation.for 
 program diffusion_solver_source_benchmark_cw_h2_41x101 
! Two-dimensional Diffusion Equation Solver, with profile generation 
! Diffusion Equation in two Dimensions, Cylindrical Coordinates 
!  dc/dt = (1/r)d/dr(rdc/dr) + d2c/dz2 + S 
! Solution by Monte Carlo random walk on a 2-D cylindrical coordinate 
! with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions along the boundaries 
! and initial condition within the boundary 
! To find out Distribution of radiolysis products such as H2 
! M. Ragheb, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign 
! Random walk with equal step sizes 
! Modified by Hyun-Jong Joe, UIUC 
 
 dimension score(41,101),conc(41,101),tru_conc(41,101) 
 dimension p1(41),p3(41),etai(40), p12(41), p123(41) 
 dimension initial_condition(41,101) 
 real(8) elapsed_time 
 real p1,p2,p3, p4, p12,p123, etai, etaaxis(41), zetaaxis(101) 
 real delr, delz,delt,diff_co, Cb, Cw 
 real deleta, delzeta, eta, zeta 
 real rv,h,delta,source,src,del_src 
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 real phi_b,phi_w,b1 
! real p1_num,p2_num,p3_num,p4_num,p5_num 
 character*1 tab 
 elapsed_time=timef() 
 tab=char(9) 
 
******************************** Open Files for Output 
************************************ 
! Store output matrix for visualization using Excel 
! open (unit=10, file='conc_profile.xls', status='unknown') 
! Store output matrix for visualization using the Array visualizer 
! open (unit=10, file='concentration_profile.map', status='unknown') 
! Store output matrix for visualization using TecPlot(radial) 
 open (unit=12, file='cp_H2_benchmark.dat', 
     &  status='unknown') 
! Store output matrix for visualization using TecPlot(Conc vs axial) 
 open (unit=15, file='cpax_H2_benchmark.dat', 
     &  status='unknown') 
! Store output matrix for visualization using TecPlot(Conc vs Radial) 
 open (unit=16, file='cprd_H2_benchmark.dat', 
     &  status='unknown') 
! Various intermediate data  
 open (unit=14, file='proce_H2_benchmark.dat', status='unknown') 
 
****************************** DATA 
************************************************** 
! diffusion coefficient of H2 in cm**2/sec 
! data diff_co/0.00116/ 
 data diff_co/0.00116/ 
! m1 = number of mesh points in r-direction 
 data m1/41/ 
! n1 = number of mesh points in z-direction 
 data n1/101/ 
!     rv and h value of r-axis in cm at 6000 chimney/mm^2 
      data rv/2.5E-4/ 
      data h/7.275E-4/ 
! delta r in cm 
 delr=(h-rv)/(m1-1) 
! delta eta (r-axis,nondimensional term) 
 deleta=delr/rv  
 
!     delta value in cm 
      data delta/1.0E-2/ 
! delta z in cm 
 delz=delta/(n1-1) 
!     delta zeta (z-axis,nondimensional term) 
      delzeta=delz/delta 
 
! time length between k t and k+1 time step in sec 
 delt=((rv**2)*(deleta**2)*(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))/(2*diff_co* 
     &((deleta**2)*(rv**2)+(delzeta**2)*(delta**2))) 
 
! Bulk concentration in (ml H2)/(kgH2O) 
 data Cb/25.0/ 
!     Bulk concentration in nondimensional term  
 phi_b=Cb/Cb 
! Concentration on the chimney wall in mlH2/KgH2O 
      data Cw/0.3/ 
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      phi_w=Cw/Cb 
!      data phi_w/316.8,302.0,287.8, 
!     &274.4,261.5,249.2,237.6,226.4,215.8,205.7,196.1,186.9,178.1,169.8, 
!     &161.8,154.3,147.0,140.1,133.6,127.3,121.3,115.7,110.2,105.1, 
!     &100.2,95.5,91.0,86.7,82.7,78.8,75.1,71.6,68.2,65.0,62.0,59.1, 
!     &56.3,53.7,51.2,48.8,46.5,44.3,42.2,40.2,38.4,36.6,34.8,33.2,31.7, 
!     &30.2,28.8,27.4,26.1,24.9,23.7,22.6,21.6,20.6,19.6,18.7,17.8,17.0, 
!     &16.2,15.4,14.7,14.0,13.3,12.7,12.1,11.6,11.0,10.5,10.0,9.5,9.1, 
!     &8.7,8.3,7.9,7.5,7.2,6.8,6.5,6.2,5.9,5.6,5.4,5.1,4.9,4.6,4.4,4.2, 
!     &4.0,3.8,3.7,3.5,3.3,3.2,3.0,2.9,2.7,2.6,2.5,2.4,2.3,2.2,2.1, 
!     &2.0,1.9,1.8,1.7,1.6,1.5,1.5,1.4,1.3,1.3,1.2,1.2,1.1,1.0,1.0/ 
!      write(14,*),'n,phi_w(n),b1(n)' 
!      do n=1,n1 
!     Concentration on the chminey wall in nondimensional term 
!      phi_w(n)=Cw(n)/Cb 
!      phi_w=54.8 
!      b1(n)=phi_w(n) 
      b1=phi_w 
!      write(14,*),n,phi_w(n),b1(n) 
!      end do 
! number of random walk 
 data nsamp/1000/ 
! Allowed number of time steps 
 data ktotal/20000/ 
! Source term in mlH2/KgH2O 
 data source /0.0/ 
 src=source/Cb 
!     Incremental contribution from internal source 
      del_src=(src*((rv**2)*(deleta**2)*(delta**2)*(delzeta**2)))/ 
     &(2*diff_co*((rv**2)*(deleta**2)+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
     
      write(14,*),'delr', delr 
      write(14,*),'deleta', deleta 
      write(14,*),'delz', delz 
      write(14,*),'delzeta', delzeta 
 write(14,*),'diff_co', diff_co 
 write(14,*),'phi_b', phi_b 
!      write(14,*),'phi_w', phi_w   
      write(14,*),'del_src',del_src 
 write(14,*),'delt', delt 
 write(14,*),'ktotal', ktotal 
 write(14,*),'nsamp', nsamp 
 write(14,*),'src', src 
 
 
************************ Boundary and Initial Conditions 
********************************** 
! Boundary conditions on the rectangle 
! left b1=t(0,y), bottom b2=t(x,0), right b3=t(m1,y), upper b4=t(x,n1) 
! b1(n)=phi_w(n) 
! t2=0. 
! Reflecting boundary condition at bottom boundary, dt/dy=0 
! t3=0. 
 b4=phi_b 
! Reflecting boundary condition at upper boundary, dt/dy=0 
! Initial conditions within boundary 
 do i=2,m1-1,1 
  do j=2,n1-1,1 
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   initial_condition(i,j)=0.0 
  end do 
 end do 
 xsamp=nsamp 
 
*****************************************************************************
**************** 
 
! pause 
  
 do 30 n=2,n1-1,1 
 do 30 m=2,m1-1,1 
! History counter 
      ncount=0.0 
! Score counter 
 score(m,n)=0.0 
      do 77 ncount=1,nsamp 
!     Start random walk here 
! Initialize counters 
99 i=m 
 j=n 
! Move particle ktotal steps 
 do 66 kk=1,ktotal 
 
! step probabilities in r+:p1, z+:p2, r-:p3, z-:p4 directions  
      
!   ri(m)=delr*(i-1)    ! ri=r-direction 
location 
!           etai=nondimensional r-direction location 
            etai(m)=deleta*(i-1) 
   p1(m)=((2*etai(m)+deleta)*(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))/ 
     &(4*etai(m)*((rv**2)*(deleta**2)+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
   p2=(rv**2)*(deleta**2)/(2*((rv**2)*(deleta**2) 
     &+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
   p3(m)=((2*etai(m)-deleta)*(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))/ 
     &(4*etai(m)*((rv**2)*(deleta**2)+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
   p4=(rv**2)*(deleta**2)/(2*((rv**2)*(deleta**2) 
     &+(delta**2)*(delzeta**2))) 
        
 
! Construct cumulative distribution function for random walk 
   p12(m)=p1(m)+p2 
   p123(m)=p1(m)+p2+p3(m) 
 
!     write(14,*),'i,etai, p1,p2,p3,p4',i,etai, p1,p2,p3,p4  
!     write(14,*),'p1,p12,p123,p1234',p1,p12,p123,p1234  
! print*, i,ri, p1,p2,p3,p4 
! print*, p1,p12,p123,p1234 
! pause  
 
!     Score counter 
!      score(m,n)=del_src 
 
999 call random(r) 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Sample cumulative distribution function for random walk    ! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Move one step to the right 
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  if (r.le.p1(m)) then  
  i=i+1 
  score(m,n)=score(m,n)+del_src 
   goto 11 
! Move one step up 
   else if (r.le.p12(m)) then  
   j=j+1 
  score(m,n)=score(m,n)+del_src 
   goto 11 
! Move one step left 
   else if (r.le.p123(m)) then  
   i=i-1 
       score(m,n)=score(m,n)+del_src   
   goto 11 
   else  
! Move one step down 
   j=j-1 
   score(m,n)=score(m,n)+del_src 
   goto 11 
   end if 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Check for random walk reaching boundary      ! 
!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! 
! Check whether lower boundary is reached 
11 if (j.eq.1) then  
! score(m,n) = score(m,n) + t2 
! goto 88 
! reflecting boundary condition, go one step up 
  j=j+1 
  goto 999 
! Check whether right boundary is reached 
 else if (i.eq.m1) then  
!  score(m,n) = score(m,n) + t3 
!  goto 88 
  i=i-1 
  goto 999 
! Check whether upper boundary is reached 
 else if (j.eq.n1) then  
 b4=phi_b 
 score(m,n) = score(m,n) + b4 
 goto 88 
! reflecting boundary condition, go one step down 
!  j=j-1 
!  goto 999 
! Check whether left boundary is reached 
 else if (i.eq.1)  then  
!  i=i+1 
!  goto 999 
      b1=phi_w 
 score(m,n) = score(m,n) + b1 
  goto 88 
 else 
 go to 66 
 end if 
88 conc(m,n)=score(m,n)/xsamp 
  
 go to 77 
66    continue 
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      score(m,n)=score(m,n)+initial_condition(i,j) 
      conc(m,n)=score(m,n)/xsamp 
 
77    continue 
! Calculate solution at points of interest 
! Print results 
  
30 continue 
 write(14,*),'number of random walks=',nsamp 
! Boundary values 
 do 40 i=1,m1 
  do 40 j=1,n1 
!  bottom boundary 
!  conc(i,1)=0.0 
!  reflecting boundary condition 
  conc(i,1)= conc(i,2) 
!  top boundary 
  conc(i,101)=phi_b 
!  reflecting boundary condition, upper boundary 
!  conc(i,31)=conc(i,30) 
!  left boundary 
  conc(1,j)=phi_w 
!  conc(1,j)=conc(2,j) 
!  right boundary 
  conc(41,j)=conc(40,j) 
 
40 continue 
 print *, 'The number of time step', (ktotal) 
 
! TecPlot output of Concentration (radial position first) 
 write(12,*),'VARIABLES = "Radial Position", 
     &"Axial Position,10^-6 m","Concentration"' 
      write(12,*),'ZONE I=41, J=101,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
 do n=1,n1 
  do m=1, m1 
   zetaaxis(n)=(n-1)*delz*10000 
   etaaxis(m)=2.5+(m-1)*delr*10000 
   tru_conc(m,n)=cb*conc(m,n) 
   write(12,*) etaaxis(m), zetaaxis(n), tru_conc(m,n) 
   end do 
 end do 
  
! TecPlot output of Concentration vs Axial position 
 write(15,*),'VARIABLES = "Radial Position,10^-6 m","Axial","concen"' 
      write(15,*),'ZONE I=41,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
 do n=1,n1,1 
   do m=1, m1 
   zetaaxis(n)=(n-1)*delz*10000 
   etaaxis(m)=2.5+(m-1)*delr*10000 
   tru_conc(m,n)=cb*conc(m,n) 
   write(15,*) 
etaaxis(m),tru_conc(m,1),tru_conc(m,21),tru_conc(m,41), 
     &tru_conc(m,61),tru_conc(m,81),tru_conc(m,101) 
  end do 
 end do 
! TecPlot output of Concentration vs Axial position 
 write(16,*),'VARIABLES = "Axial Position","r=2.50","r=4.05", 
     &"r=5.60","r=7.16","r=7.275"' 
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      write(16,*),'ZONE I=101,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
 do m=1, m1,13 
   do n=1,n1,1 
   zetaaxis(n)=(n-1)*delz*10000 
   etaaxis(m)=2.5+(m-1)*delr*10000 
   tru_conc(m,n)=cb*conc(m,n) 
   write(16,*) 
zetaaxis(n),tru_conc(1,n),tru_conc(14,n),tru_conc(27,n), 
     &tru_conc(40,n),tru_conc(41,n) 
  end do 
 end do 
! Boundary pdf 
!  p1(1)=1-2*p2 
!  p1(31)=0.0 
!  p3(1)=0.0 
!  p3(31)=1-2*p2 
! TecPlot output for pdf 
!      write(13,*),'VARIABLES = "r","pdf1","pdf3"' 
!      write(13,*),'ZONE T="Floor",','I=31,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
! do m=1, m1 
!   etaaxis(m)=1+(m-1)*deleta 
!   write(13,*) etaaxis(m),p1(m),p3(m) 
! end do 
  
! write(13,*),'VARIABLES = "z","pdf2","pdf4"' 
! write(13,*),'ZONE T="Floor",','J=121,','DATAPACKING=POINT' 
! do n=1, n1  
!   zetaaxis(n)=(n-1)*delzeta 
!   write(13,*), zetaaxis(n),p2,p4 
! end do 
!301 format(1x, 3i, 1x, 3i, f14.8) 
 
!     write(14,*),'i,etai, p1,p2,p3,p4',i,etai, p1,p2,p3,p4  
!      write(14,*), p1,p2,p3,p4  
!      write(14,*),p1,p12,p123,p1234  
!     write(14,*),'p1,p12,p123,p1234',p1,p12,p123,p1234  
 
! Array Visualizer Output 
! do 20 n=1,31 
! write(10,300) (conc(m,n),tab, m=1,31) 
! write(*,*) (conc(m,n),tab, m=1,31) 
20 continue 
300 format(31(e14.8,a1)) 
 elapsed_time=timef() 
 write(14,*),'Elapsed time', elapsed_time 
 stop 
 end 
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